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Total Quality Management
By Jack Strickland

Introduction
Our society is changing at ,Ul ever
increasing pace due to advances in technology and the economic stimulation
by foreign competition. America has
historically been a leader in technology
innovation, application, and productivity. TIli has provided us the competitive
edge neces aey to ecure a large market
hare. A substantial toss of market shaJ'e
in recent years has been largely due to
our failure to acknowledge and prepare
for the increasing capabilities of our
worldwide competitors.
The market for defen -e system and
equipmem ha been relati,-ely hielded,
but is now being affected by the increasing reliance on foreign manufacturers
for various products that U.S_ manufacturers can no Longer produce wim comparable quality at competitive prices.
Current economic conditions and
me uncertain future being projected
are compelling reasons for a change in
attitude. Americans arc awakening to
the challenge of foreign competition,
but find themselves in a mind-set that is
very difficult to change. The industrial
revolution and the post World \\f-M II
prosperity gave e\'eryone a fal e sense
of ecurity. A sustained demand for
American products, ustained by a lack
of competition in the international markets, induced complacency regarding
quality and supported the pursuit of
shoft term objectives for larger profit
margin.
In many cases our profit techniques
have relied mainly on quantitative measures based on macro economics, and
have di regarded me impact of quality
technology due to perceived excessive
cost. Manufacturers arc now being
required to radically modify many of
the ingrained concepts and adopt new
principles based on the new concept
that quality cannot be inspected into
the end item_
March-April 1988

Quality must be an integral pare ofthe
design and me manufacturing process.
Quality does not COSt, it pay . We need
to dlange me culture, to which we arc

so accustomed, in order to achieve me
necessary gain that will revive our
manufucnlring capabilities and improve
our po ture nationwide as well as

TWO VIEWS OF QUALITY
TRADITIONAL VIEW

CURRENT POSTURE

• Productivity and quality are
conflicting goals.

• Productivity gains are achieved
through quality improvements.

• Quality defined as conformance
to specifications or standards.

• Quality is correctly defined
requirements satisfying user
needs.

• Quality measured by degree of
nonconformance.

• Quality is measured by
continuous process/product
improvement and user
satisfaction.

• Quality is achieved through
intensive product inspection.

• Quality is determined by
product design and is achieved by
effective process controls.

• Some defects are allowed if
product meets minimum quality
standards.

• Defects are prevented through
processes control techniques.

• Quality is a separate function
and focused on evaluating
production.

• Quality is a part of every
function in all phases of the
product life cycle.

• Workers are blamed for poor
quality.

• Management is responsible for
quality.

• Supplier relationships are short
termed and cost oriented.

• Supplier relationships are long
term and quality oriented.
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worldwide. TIlis change will not come
easily, it wiu require long-term commitment, a mas ive're-education effort,
some short-term sacrifices, and most of
all, comprehensive planning and support from top level management.
During the pa t decade, we have witnes ed a ubstantialloss of manufacturing capabiliry as many companie and
practicaUy entire indu try segments
have closed hop. Failure to improve
quality while striving to reduce costs
and improve the declining profit margins caused b foreign competition has
often been cited as dle problem. Many
companie have been driven out of dle
market due to their inability to recognize their shortcomings and implement
fundamental cllanges throughout their
organization. This proce s has, through
the year , caused a ignifiClUlt ero ion of
our indu trial base.
The ability of our military forces to
meet our national ecurity objectives i ,
in large measure, a function of the
strengdl ,uld vitality of U_ . Indu try. If
we characlerize the condition of .S.
indu try as a percent of dle national
product, it appears to be expanding. For
example, factory capacity is increasing,
capital investments are up, and unemployment is at its lowest level i.n seven
year _lIowevet; these tatistics are misleading because dley do not retlect the
true status of key defen e indu tries.
TIle DOD is dependent on many highly
pecialized industries; therefore, we
must focus on specific industry egments when we assess the indu trial
base in relation to national interests.
The DOD has been sun-eying ome
indu trie known to be facing difficulties. We do not know tbe full c..xtent of
the implications of a failure of these
higWy pecialized industries on our
ability to preserve dle peace or mobilize for war; but we do know dlat dle
DOD cannot solve indu try's problems.
Itimately, indu Iry' behavior will
determine not only it own healdl, but
also the national economy. and the
future of the work force. However, we
h,lve conduded that the DOD can't
afford to be complacent abom the
national security implications of a
declining indu trial base. We must,
therefore, use the leverage of the DOD
procurement budget to help modernize
our factories, increase productivity and
quality, and provide incen ti ve that will
promote technological and manufacturing leadership essential to national
ecurity.

2

Total Quality Management
Approach
Total quality management i the
application of methods and human
resource to control the processes that
produce Our defen e materiel, widl the
objective of achieving continuous
improvement in quality. The DOD total
quality management strategy a1 0
addre es the concurrent need to motiV'<lte U.S. indu try to greater productivity. It is a strategy for improving dle
qualiry of DOD processe and products
and achieving ubstantial reductiOns in
the cost of ownership throughout the
systems' life cycle.
TIle concept embraces the effective
integration of existing management initiath'es and initiation of new technique
that have a positive impact on qu ali ty_
Examples are: acquisition treanllin ing,
competition for quality, tati tical process control and continuou proces
improvement, value engineering. trartSition from production to development,
w.uranties, and gain haring.
The concept of total quality management recognizes that quality c.xtend
weU beyond the domain of me inspectot; and that it mu t be an integral part of
our ~l'stem requirement, engineering
and design as weU as the manufacturing
proces .
W'ithin the DOD, quality has traditionally been defined as: "conformance
to contractual requirements:' Thi definition ha been the rutch for fulfilling
dle legal requirements in the administration of contracts, while di claiming
responsibility for actual result. Thi
often results in enforcement ofcontrac·
tual requirements regardle s of their
validity. Many contractors have been
atisfied with short-term profits and
neglected long-term consequences.
Recognizing that the designer and
manufacturer, as well as the ultimate
user of the products, have a ke' role in
dle quality equation, the DOD and a
select number of industry associatiol1S
have agreed on a new definition for
quality: "Conformance to correctly
defined requirements satisfying customer needs_" ThiS ne definition
doesn't in itself resol ve dle problems; it
doe howevCt; provide the correct pereption of qualiry, whicll xpand it
domain throughout the product life
cycle and involve everyone in implementation to assure success. nle DOD
Posture Statement on Quality captures
the es ence of the strategy. The accompanying chart compare the traditional
view of quality with the current
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po ture.

"Good enough"
vs."Continuous
Improvement"
The DOD u es product specification
and tandards to impo e contractual
requirements. The e document are
essential to the acquisition process
becau e they proVide dle baseline for
the bidding process, as well as providing
dle legal basis to determin contractual
compliance_ One of dle requirements
found in these documents is Acceptable
Quality Level (AQL) or the Lot Tolerance Percent Defective (LTPD).
These provisions were originally
intended to in titute standard 'Impling
procedures to en ure qUality integrity
oHarge production lot . uch numerical
value, howel'er, have been u ed by
many manufa turers to ju tify lack of
action in instituting effective process
controls to improve quality. The e contr<lctor have become complacent widl
the 'good enough for the government'
concept, and lost ight of good business
practic aimed at customer sati faction
and a la ting relation hip ba ed on
integrity. Allowing a persistem lel'el of
errors as a ""Iy of life has contributed to
unacceptable failure rates in defense
equipment and to the escalating co t of
maintenance and logistic upport
The DOD, to rectify the perception of
allowable defects <lnd stimulate clunge
to improve product quality, has recendy
directed its specification preparing
activities to remove AQLs <lod LTPDs a'
fixed requirement in military product
specifications. Till action will provide
opportunities to inlprOl'e quality to me
maximum extent po ible by promoting competition based on excellence. In
me past, quality effOrt emphasized fmal
inspection to detect defects after mel'
had been produced in order to determine ompJiance with the required
AQL or LTPD.
[ntricate sampling plan b<l ed on
pre Gribed AQls required the in pection of products to determine acceptance, thereby relieving the contractor
of further re pon ibiliry for quality. 'l1le
new approach recognizes dle vlIlue of
sampling inspection technique as a
quality as urance tool. Jt removes, however, the inference that <l predetermined
anlOunt of defects is expected and
allowallie. It enforce the concept that
all delivered products are cxpeC[ed to
comply with the e tabli hed technical
requirements.
Contractors mu t in titute effective
March-April 1988

process controls and in-process inspection techniques that predude out of tolerance conditions during manufacturing in order to achieve continuous
improvement and be able to compete
on the basis of quality. By stabilizing the
process well within acceptable limits,
the "defect-detection" approach is
replaced widl tbe "defect-prevention"
technique. The latter does not leave the
process to chance and then require
screening of the good from the bad at
the end of the process, nor does it rely
exclusively on a sampling inspection
that offers a measure of me degree of
non-compliance.
What we are doing is to provide the
basis for the ensuing changes that will
dramatically affect the manufacturing
processes. Once the concept of cOntinuous improvement i understOOd, and
management systems are designed to
achieve implementation, there is no
turning back; the process will drive
itself towards the ultimate goal of continuous improvement and total defect·
free outputs.

Statistical Process Control
One key element of me continuous
quality improvement concept is process control. For most manufacturing
processes, the statistical process con·
trol (SPC) technique is the most effective. SPC is based on the premise that all
processes exhibit variation; in other
words, it is an analytical technique for
evaluating the processes and taking
action based on stabiliZing me process
within the desired limits.
SPC is most effectively used as an
operator's (production) tooL It assists
the operator in making timely decisions
about the process: adjust, leave alone,
or shut-down and take corrective action
before defects are produced. SPC provides evidence of how a process is performing. SPC helps distinguish between
patterns of natural variation ( expected),
and the non-desirable, unexpected variations (assignable to a malfunction).
SPC provides a better understanding of
how the processes affect the products.
Assurance of conformance is, therefore,
obtained through defect prevention by
control of the various processes, rather
than after the fact inspection.

DOD POSTURE ON QUALITY

THE SECRET ARY OF DEFENSE
WASHINGTON. THE DISTRICT OF COLUM81A

DoD POSTURE ON QUALITY

•

Quality is absolutely vital to our defense, and requires a commitment
to continuous improvement.

•

A quality and productivity oriented Defense Industry with its

underlying industrial base is the key to our ability to maintain a
superior level of readiness.
•

Improvements in quality provide an excellent return on investment
and, therefore, must be pursued to achieve productivity gains.

•

Technology, being one of our greatest assets, must be widely used to
improve continuously the quality of Defense systems, equipments and
services.

•
•

Quality must be a key element of competition.
Acquisition strategies must include requirements for continuous
improvement of quality and reduced ownership costs.

•

Managers and personnel at all levels must be held accountable for the
quality of their efforts.

•

Competent, dedicated employees make the greatest contributions to
quality and productivity. They must be recognized and rewarded
accordingly.

•

Quality concepts must be ingrained throughout every organization
with the proper training at each level. starting with top management.

•

Principles of quality improvement must involve all personnel and
products, including the generation of products in paper and data form.

•

Sustained DoD wide emphasis and concern with respect to high
quality and productivity must be an integral part of our daily activities.

tionally based profit policy on a percent
of contractor cost. It makes perfect
sense to formulate a contractor profit
policy that promotes reduction of overall costs by rewarding the contractor's
efforts with a share of the savings. TIle
Gain-Sharing Program implements this
concept by awarding the contractor a
portion of the saviogs realized rhrough
his efforts in cost reduction while preserving high quality and performance.

Overall Cost vs. profits

Quality in the Source
Selection Process

By putting quality in the proper perspective, we are able to formulate
objectives and identify the proper
actions required throughout the entire
acquisition process. We have tradi-

The procedures used to award contracts have traditionally been focused
on the lowest bidder, among other factors, as the criteria for achieving the
lowest procurement cost. This
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approilch has been applauded for
enhancing competition; however, quality has always been an afteriliought,
trusting mat everyone would be able to
produce quality products. To furilier
compound the problem, past history of
performance has not played a role in
determining eligibility for future contract awards. In other words, contractors with poor performance history
would continue to compete at an equal
basis with contrilctors more capable of
producing quality products and that
have a good reputation io dealing with
dIe government.
Recent changes to the Federal Acqui·
sition Regulations make quality a factor
in the source selection process. The
intent here is not to exclude any potential bidder, but to raise quality con-
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sciousness and to give extra consideration to those companieS/suppliers with
a good record and who e products and
service reflect the application of continuous quality improvement tech·
nlques. Through this approach, the
acquisition cost is placed in the proper
perspective as related to the total cost of
ownership throughout the product life
cycle. The underlying objective is to
consider quality as equal to cost and
schedule.

Industrial Modernization
Incentive Program
The industrial Modernization Incentive Program is a major DOD initiative
to foster long term modernization of the
defense industrial base. The program
objective is to increase defense contrac·
tors' capital investment in order to
enllaDCe productivity, improve quality,
reduce acquisition costs, and expand
the industrial base. Benefits can be measured in terms of increased manufacturing flexibility and production capacity
able to re pond to defen e requi.rements, in addition, savings realized
throughout the Ijfe of the more reliable
weapon system produced in the mod·
ernized facilities.

Warranties
Much has been said about warranties
in the context ofproviding assurance of
quality. Warranties are used successfully
in the commercial world, and they do
present a good tool in our quest for
quality. The commercial market, how·
ever, is much different from the defense
market. TIle DOD does buy many commercial products with the same warran·
ties enjoyed by the general public;
however, the majority of purchases are
for unique equipments and systems produced in small quantities. Moreover,
these equipments are handled and servi ed by government per onnel, and
considering the number of people
involved, the complexity of the supply
system, and the various performance
requirements tbat cannot be readily
tested, it becomes very difficult to effectively administer warranties.
From a quality perspective, the warranty concept is sound as long as it is not
used as ~U1 insurance policy. TIle p.ri·
mary intent for using warranties should
be to motivate contractors to improve
!be quality of their products, so that
they would reap financial benefi ts by
avoiding the warranty co t of repairs
4

and replacements. Warranties are no
substitute for quality, and should not be
used as a crutc1l. Simply put, when a
system falls to accomplish the mission
for which it was intended, the warranty
can never compensate for potentially
devastating results.

gram. Both elements have provided
financial rewards. During !be 1986 fiscal year, the in-hou e program yielded
approximately one billion dollars i.n savings, ·while contractor proposals
amounted to an additional saving of
8450 million.

Acquisition Streamlining

A New Beginning

Acquisition streamlining is a major
initiative directed at the development of
realistic and cost effective contract
requirements. The program objectives
are to reduce the time and cost of
weapon system acquisition, and to
improve quality by ensuring that only
the necessary requirements are
imposed during each acquisition phase
through tailoring of military standards.
This approach gives program managers
greater latitude to defer imposition of
military specifications and other
detailed "How To" contract requirements until industry has had the opportunity to recommend the most
technically appropriate and cost effective approaches.
Efforts are undetway to enhance
streamlinjng policies to encourage
early analysis and trade·offs to weapon
system cost and performance, in order
to ac1lieve the best value for the DOD.
The military departments and industry
are working together to identify outdated and unneces ary military specifications and standard, and come up
with better procurement documents
!bat are compatible with new technology. A re ent urvey completed on 30
acquisition programs indicated that
streamlining is resulting in significant
reductions in lead time and cost of
weapon system acquisition, as well as
enhanced quality due to bener understanding and timely imposition of
requirements.

Value Engineering
Value engineering is a systematic
effort directed at analyZing the function
of systems, equipments, facilitie , ser·
vices, and upplies, to ac11i ve es ential
functions at the lowest life-cycle cost
without cOluprornising the required
performance, reliability, quality, and
safety. Value engineering is also used to
improve quality and reliability, thereby
achieving additional long term benefits.
The DOD Value Engineering Program
has two clements: one is the in-house
activity performed by DOD personnel;
!be other is the DOD contractor pro·
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Manufacturing, prOductivity, industtial base, and competitiveness
improvements are intimately related to
quality. These are areas vital in maintaining technological leadership and are
critical to both the Department of
Defense and dIe nation as a whole, They
are also examples of where dcfen e and
national needs converge. If we arc to
ac11ieve and su tain the technological
and manufacturing capabiU ties essential
to dIe security and economic well being
of the nation, then it is clear !bat w can
no longer afford to continue on the
arne old course.
A new breed of leaders is sorely
needed in our management pooL The
leaders we need must not only be
knowledgeable of fmances and market,
ing, but of technology and people as
well. Those companie dlat are succ ssfully making progress in revitalizing
their businesses are aggres ively
reorganizing their management structure to promote new concepts and
achieve quantum improvements in
quality productivity by harnessing all
!be available re ource toward common
goals. These companies are making a
true commitment to quality, and are
relentlessly pursuing improvement ,
Government and Industry must be
resolute in a joint effort to make the
transition a reality. We all have the obligation to promote stable and uniform
policie that provide continuity. We
must not become complacent. We must
seek a renewal of pride in workmanship,
at all levels, to in till the spirit of doing
our jobs better. That i the essence of
the pursuit of quality. Continuous quality improvement must be our goal. The
well being of our future generations
depends on it.

JACK STRICKLAND is director of
industrial productivity and quality,
Office of the Assistant Secretary of
Defe-nse f01' PrOduction and Logistics.
He 1'eceived his B.S. in indu.strial
engineering from the Georgia fnstitu te
of Technology.
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Tapping Our Natural Resources.•.

Army Exchange
Scient·s·ts and Engineers
By Margaret F. Smith

Introduction
1988 marks the 25th anniversary of
the Department of Defense International Professional (Scientist and
Engineer) Exchange Progranl with the
Federal Republic of Germany, In April,
the anniversary will be celebrated with
a day-long event attended by high-ranking .5. and German government offi·
cials, program administrators from
Germany and from all three .S, Ser·
vice , and selected former and current
exchange personnel, all of whom will
gather to pay recognition to this
program.
During the last 25 years, the U.S./German exchange program has produced
more than 1,000 alumni, mostly German, but also U.S. persolU1el from each
of tlle three Services. In the last decade
there bas been a marked increase in the
number of Army "graduates." TIus artide takes a look at the pioneers of tlle
.S. Army participation in the U. ./
Federal Republic of Germany exchange
program.

Participants
One way to look at the program is
through statistics - 18 U.S. Army personnel, representing nine different
major subordinate commands and
research, development and engineering
centers, assigned from 1980 to the present. A better way to examine the program is through the individuals who
have participated in it, who have gained
tremendous knowledge, experience
and insight, and who represent a valuable, if untapped, natural resource to
the U.S. Army. Who are these pioneers?
The very fist Army exchange
engineer was J. Craig Allen, then from
the Armament, Munitions and Chemical
March-April 1988

Command (AMCCOM) Product
Assurance Directorate (PAD), who
paved the way in 1980 with his assignment to the Weapons and Ammunition
Technology Division of the German
Office of Defense Technology and Procurement (BWB) in Koblenz. He was
followed by Kenneth P. Yagrich, also
from PAD, and also to the Weapons and
Ammunition Technology Division of
the BWB.
In 1982, the Chemical Research,
Development and Engineering Center
(CROEC) began its active participation
in the exchange'program by sending its
first engineer, Michael S. Ford, to the
German Federal Armed Forces Science
Agency for NBC Protection in Munster,
In 1983 and 1984, both PAD and
CRDEC continued to prOVide the
Army's exchange personnel by sending
a new engineer for every 'retllrning
engineer, John P Ulies and John P Corsello followed from PAD, and]oseph W.
Hovanec from CROEe.
In 1985, the pattern was broken, with
the Ballistic Research Laboratory (BRL)
and the Tank-Automotive Command
(TACOM) joining the program. BRL
ent its first scientist, Dr, Joseph M.
Heinlerl, to the Ballistic Division of the
Fraunhofer Institut fuer Kurzzeitdymunik, Ernst Madl Institl.lt, in Wei! am
Rhein, and TACOM sent its first
engineer, Dr. Roger A, Wehage to the
Industrieanlagen BetriebsgeseJlschaft
(IABG) in Ottobrunn/Munich.
Throughout 1985, PAD and CRDEC
rotated their engineers again, sending
August W. ThJesing and Mark L.G. Althouse to the BWB and to Munster
respectively,
In 1986, the program expanded even
further throughout the Army Materiel
Command (AM<;:) community. The
Armanlent Research, Development and

Engineering Center (AROEC), sent its
fir t engineer, usan Dickerson, to the
Weapons and Ammunition Technology
Division of the BWB, and TACOM ponsored the Ii rst Army officer in the
exchange program, CPT James R.
Moran, who was assigned to the IABG in
Lichten;lu, BRl became a recurring participant by sending Dr. Pamela J. Duff to
the Fraunhofer Institute in Karlsruhe.
All ofthe individuals named above are
now back in the United States. Five indio
viduals are currently on assiglUllent in
Germany. They are WoUgang Fischer,
from the Communications-Electronics
Command (CECOM), assigned to the
Communications Technology and Electronics Division of the BWB; Dr, Donald
E. Snider, from the Atmospheric Sciences Laboratory (ASL), assigned to the
Weapons and Ammunition Technology
Division of the BWB; Lawrence M.
McCormack, from CROEC, assigned to
Munster; George D, Quinn, from the
Materials Technology Laboratory,
assigned to the German Aerospace
Research Establishment (DFVLR) in
Porz- Wahn/Cologne; and Richard A.
Hayes, from the Test and Evaluation
Command (TECOM), assigned to German Federal Armed Forces Technical
Center for Explosives and Special Technology in Oberjettenberg,
The mechanics of the exchange program are described in Army Regulation
AR 70-58, International Profe slonal
(Scientist and Engineer) Exchange Program, which is being revi ed and incorporated into AR 70-41, International
Cooperative Re earch and Development, and in a recent HQ, AMC
(AMCICP-CR) supplemental memorandum, dated Nov. 12, 1987,·which was
widely distributed throughout the
Army,
TIle latter estinlates the cost of par-
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ticipation to be approximately
"$120,000.00 to $150,000.00 for one
employee with family for one year" ...
which covers "salary, PCS move for family, and TOY within host country." This
represents a erious investment on the
part of the spon oring parent command,
and as can be expected, there is quite
often a reluctance to make this investment. As Mike FOrd· comments, "There
are managers who see the program as a
loss of ,U1 employee for a year or more,
still being paid his/her salary but producing no immediate results for the
sponsoring organization," but as he
goes on to write, "this attitude ignores
the long-term benefit to the Army."

Return on Investment
An often heard phrase these days is
"return on the inve tment." Although
orne of the former exchaflge per onnel
have gone on to jobs in other AMC or
MACOM organizations (four of the 13,
to be exact), all of them - without
exception - still work for the Army.
And all of them are exanlples of the
return on the Army's in\restment.
Let me give you just a sampling of the
immediate return realized from uch an
exchange assigoment. One type of
return is in the form of re ults from
cooperative re earch. To iUustrate this,
let me quote Dr. Heimerl.
"One very important aspect of my
tour ... was the formulation, development and experimental testing of a
hypothe is that explains the functional
mechanism of secondary flash ignition
... TIle conception of this hypothesis
and its subsequent verification would
probably not have happened without
the strong, daily interaction between
Klingenberg (his German colleague)
and myself TIle ideas were initiated, formulated and developed over a period of
about three months. This kind of
intense application to a particular topic
just does not happen on a 5-day TOY
tour. The time frame (of over a year in
my C<l e) \v:lS sufficient not only to get
the idea, but also to design the experimental tests and partially carry them
out ... This novel idea will fundamentally change the W<lY in which the
muzzle flash is thought about and sets
the tone of future research in modeling
and experiments in this field for years to
come."

Another type of immediate return is
in the form of familiarity with German
equipment identified for evaluation
uoder the ACluy's Foreign Weapon Evaluation Program lnternational Materiel
6

Evaluation. Mike Ford writes, "Projects
which have a German connection, such
as our evaluations ofdle German decontaminating emulsion or the German
Army's (NBC) reconnais ance y tem
are now not unfanliliar to us, and we can
do a better joh of spending dle Army
test money than we could starting from
Scratcll."
And yet another type of return is in
the form of ob ervation on better ways
of doing business. Sue Dickerson,
who e prinlary involvement was with
me test and evaluation of the German
MUSPA (multi-fragment passive) mine,
took her impressions on testing procedures back to ARDEC. "TIle Germans
are ahead of US in the area of testing by
simulation. They have taken advantage
of the fact that modern munitions are
compo ed of electronic sensor which
are triggered by various ignature
sources. These simulators provide signatures from their data banks which are
continuously available. Use of these
simulators has been able to ave time,
money, and resources in the testing of
developmental and production items."
The Ii t goes on and range from
development and utilization of common computer modeling program,
proposals for work sharing in the development of low vulnerability ammunition, hands-on experience with e tablished in teroperabili cy programs, to
identification of potential nondevelopmental item acquisition candidates.
These are me tangible results, the easy
way to illustrate return On the investment. But mere is also a more intangible
long-range return whicb each of tbe
exchange personnel has to offer.

Feedback
Each exchange SCiel1tistJengineer
begins bis or her assignment with a
detailed work plan prepared by the bost
organization and agreed to by dle parent organization, but often it is the
unplanned effect of personal involvel1lent and personal initiati.ve which provides the long-term payoff Some of the
former exch,rnge per onnel polled for
this article have tried to put this effect
into words. They tate it in different
ways, but come up widl essentially the
same conclusions.
Joe Heimerl writes, "For the most part
I have discussed those unplanned
events that happen. These kinds of connections are tenuous, unpredictable
and can be leveraged (in dle sense that
the amount of time invested can reap a
continuing return to both the parent
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agency and dle Army throughout the
remainder of the exchangees career). 1
am convinced dlat they can have more
influence On the ours of technical
evolution and have longer lasting, intangible benefits to dl BRL and to dle
Army (say, simply through increa ed
and more accurate communications)
than dle planned tecbnical program of
the exchange_"
Mike Ford note. "Our European
allies look at defense prohlems differently than we; necessarily 0 ince the
projected battlefield i on dleir soil. So
we can also benefit from the advantage
of having a problem ofcommon interest
viewed from a difli rent perspective _.
In other words, the two organizations
approach dle solution from two different directions by two different cbools
of thought. Chances are tllat by doing
so, one of us bas fOund <I bener or more
efficient way of accomplishing the goal
than dIe other ... Many re-inventions of
the wheel can be prevented by merely
... seeing first-hand bow they do it.
Having a sci nti t on- ite during a
research project of interest to botb
organizations is an invaluable link; one
can read me results of an experiment in
the fmal report, but tbe problem- olving techniques and test facilities are
often not described in such a report,
and c<ln only be truly understood by
being the.re."
Sue Dickerson probably sums it up
for all the former exchange personnel
by stating, "The scientist/engineer
becomes intimately fanilliar with (the
German) way of thinking, administration of deft nse programs, and organization of the defense system. Because of
this, he or she is extremely qualified to
deal competendy widl dle Gernlans on
bilateral and multilateral programs, primarily because the initial step ofachieving mutual understanding ... has
already been accomplished. It i true
that me Germans under tand the organization and operation of our defense
system, but it is still uncommon
although no less important, that we
Americans understand our bilateral
partner equally as welL Even dlOugh we
are the leading nation in most of our biand multilateral program , we should
not fail to stre s the importance of
knowing and understanding our cooperative partner(s)."
The question now is whether the
Army i taking full advantage of dlese
natural resources. The alumni are logical candidates for active participation in
bi- and multilateral cooperative proMarch-April 1988

gram , but not all of them being
employed in this role. Only one of them
has been named as an associate tedmical project officer on a Data Exchange
Annex with Germany. Some of them
have changed jobs to be able to work on
international projects in which they can
build on their experiences. Some of
them continue to follow-up on their
own initiative. An example is Dr.
Heimerl, who is co-alllhoring, with his
former German cOUeague, a monograph
on their research into muzzle flash and
its chemical suppres ion.
CPT Moran, who has been assigned to
tile Army Space Command, assesses the
situation as follows. "Naturally tile full
benefits of a military officer's contribution is realized in the follow·on aSSignments. There are many Army pwgrams,
some major, which involve foreign gov·
ernments. An officer with international
experience could be a valuable
resource to these cooperative programs
. . . This brings up a dlaUenge ... how
does the Army take advantage of the
experience of these officers'" -nlis is a
valid que tion for the civilian partici·
pan ts as well.

Increased Attention
The exdlange program has received

increased attention in the last few years,
in tile form of pu blicity, in the form of
AMC recognition. and, most impor·
tantly, in tile form of increa ed numbers
of participants from a broader spectrwn
of the Army community. From every
individual who has parti.cipated in tlle
program, we have learned how to
improve its administration, and we will
certainly continue to fine rune the programmatic a pects to enllance the benefits of the exchange experience for the
individual and the Army.
In his article, "Windows of Opportunity ... International Armaments
Cooperation," which appeared in the
November-December 1986 issue of
Army RD&A Magazine, Bryam R. Dunetz identified the exchange program as
one of the windows of oppornmity in
the context of the new shortened acqui·
sition process. TIle opportunity i there
to be seized, and more importantly, the
resource represented by the 18
pioneers highlighted here, and those
who fOllow after them, are there to be
tapped ancl fuBy utilized by the U.S.
Army.
Let me end this article witll dle words
ofsome of tile former exchange per on·
nel. "TIle program is exceUent, and I
cannot understand why there i no long
waiting list." "The scientist and

engineer exdlange program should be
embraced by all Army R&D organiza·
tions; there is mudl to be gained at very
little co t." "1 hope that our Army wiU
recognize the importance of this program and that it will appropriately uti·
Iize the expericnce that call be
furnished by the exchange scientists
and engineers." The words speak for
themselves.
NOTE, In addition to the program
with the Federal Republic of Germany, there are also programs with
Egypt, France, Israel, Korea, Norway, Pakistan and lhe UK. Program
MOUs are pending with Australia,
Canada and Spain, and olher countries under consideration for agreements in the future include
Belgium, Brazil, the Nelherlands,
Sweden and lUrkey. Interested candidates should contact HQ, AMC
(AMCICP-CR, John O'Brien, AV
284-3218) for information.
MAGGIE SMITH is cummtly theAMC
liaison to the BWB. She holds an M.A
from tbeJl1.ontereylnstituteoflnlemational Studies and bas worked inAMC
international cooperative p1'ograms
since 1982.

Applicati,on of
ILS Lessons Learned
The Army.Integrated logistic Support (ILS) Lessons
Learned Program was established in 1980 as a means of
collecting and disseminating data on experiences gained
throughout the U.s community, and to help avoid recurring
and costly problems.
The lessons learned program was established under the
autilority of AR 700- I27, U.s. The Army Materiel Command's
Materiel Readiness Support Activity (MRSA) i.s responsible
for maintaining ilie program.
RealiZing the ILS Ie ons learned data base was continuo
ously growing, but not nece sarily being taken full advantage
o( MRSA began providing tailored "push packages" to program managers approachiqg critical events. Recipients of the
push packages.are selected based on schedules contained in
the Acquisition Management Milestone System, also maintained at MRSA. Tides of available push packages and their
applications are: ILS Management (Program Initiation), Contractual Requirements (Release of Any Solicitation Docll'
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ment), ILS Testing (Start of Logistic Demonstration),
Provisioning (Provisioning Planning Conference), and Materiel Fielding (Forwarding Draft Materiel Fielding Plan).
Push packages contain all lessons avai.l:lble pertaining to
tllCir respective subject. New information i added as it is
received through dle lessons learned collection process.
Existing Icssons are reviewed periodicaUy for currency and
applicability.
MRSA also provides tailored reports to customer upon
request. These products focus on one or more elements of
U.s, tile five topics addressed above, Logi tic Support Analysis/Logistic Support Analysis Record, nondevelopmental
items, and product improvement.
Rcquests for tailored reports, additional information on dlC
les ons learned progml11, or products of tile program hould
be forwarded to: Commander; USA.t\1C Materiel Readine s
Support Activity, ATTN: AMXMD-EI, Lexington, KY
40511·5101.
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Interview With
GEN Louis C. Wagner, Jr.
Commanding General, U.S. Army Materiel Command

Almost without exception,

Q. every new CG has an
agenda for improving the way his
command conducts business. Wbat
types of improvement initiatives
do you have on your agenda for
AMC?
First of all, I don't believe that
it's ever nece sary, or at Least
rarely necessary, for a new commander
to come in and tOtally reorganize a command. So ! have no intent to reorganize
AMC. There will be evolutionary
changes tbat we'Jj make to improve the
way we do business. r thi ok that is absolutely necessary because as missions
and organizations change - and there
are major organizational changes going
on at the DA tafflevel and with the PEO
and PM concepts - we have to make
change to go along with these. Basically, what J tell my people, and J believe
this very strongly, is that our primary
mission is to support the soldier and
everything we do has to be oriented
towards that.
I think: we need to become more proactive. Sometimes organization have a
tendency to be defensive in nature and
over react to criticisms and problems.
We need to anticipate these ahead of
time. Incidentally, as I go around· the
Army Materiel Command I think: people
are being proactive, but J think we can
get better at it.
I specifically want to improve the
image of the Army Materiel Command.
Unfortunately, within the Army there is
a "we/they" syndrome between the supporter and the fighter. This is bad
because our joint mission is to deter
war, and if war comes, to win that war.
We are the individuals who provide the
equipment and support to the soldier
on the Line to win that war, so we need

A.

8

to get rid of the syndrome and understand that we are a "single Army." I also
want to improve the efficiency of AMC
because we are not going to get more
people. Since AMC was formed in 1962,
we have gone from 189,000 to about
120,000 personnel. At the same time,
however, the workload has increased, if
you con ider uch things as the number
of requisitions we process - which is
approximately five million a year - or if
you look at the number of line items that
we stock and handle for the field which is between four and five l1undred
thousand. IT you look at thos.e factors
the workload is corning up.
One way of improving efficiency is to
make better use of automation. The
Army, Like the civilian world in genetal,
has used the computer only in automating the old manual systems. In other
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words, they have not removed steps or
forms in the proces . They have merely
put these on a machine. In my view, that
is a poor useof automation. We are looking at way of streamlining the entire
Jogistical support process for the Army.
I am not going to "Uuow out the baby
with the bathwater," however. and
throwaway a system which is working
before we know we can improve it. In
fact, we have several experiments going
on right now to see how we can
improve total logistical support.! would
like to paint out that we are working
very closely with tbe Training and Doctrine Command (TRAnOC) to do that
becau e the doctrinaires for determining how we are going to support the
Army are found at the Army Logistics
Center. We are going to work ery
c10seJy with them to do a better job.
March-April 1988

Q.

How would yOll describe
YOllr management philos-

opby?
First of all, a leader must use his
A. subordinates properly. J be·
lieve strongly in delegation of authority
to subordinates. We select great leaders
for me jobs as my deputies, for the deputy chiefs ofstaffs atAMC Headquarters
and for the commanders of tl]e major
AMC organizations located away from
this headquarter. They have to be
allowed to perform their jobs and I
allow them to do mat. J give them general guidance and they perform their
jobs. If I bave a problem with them then
I correct it because the second function
that any commander must perform is to
March-April 1988

mentor and train his ubordinate. [ am
not an individual who believes in e tab·
lishing a set number of goals. For exam·
pie, I don't believe in establishing five or
10 goals tllat everyone puts on a poster
and place beside or on their desk to
look at every day to be sure they are
carrying out those goal . The reason I
don't do that is because I found in my
own experience that subordinates con·
centrate only on those areas and over·
look many other areas that are very
necessary to the normal and proper
functioning of an organization. I have
recently pubH hed a "White Paper"
whicb outlines my general philosophy
and what I want to see bappen in the
Army Materiel Command during by ten·
ure. It outlines what I believe must happen as we go into the next century to
properly support the Army in the field.

Some individllals have ex-

Q. pressed mixed reactiOlIS to
the Program ExecllUve Officer/PMs
reorganiztltion. What is YOllr
assessment?
As you know the P'Jckard Com·
mission recommendations
were designed to eHminate layering that
they perceived io the acqui irion process. In other words, they said that a
project manager, in a sequential fashion,
had to go througll many layers before he
ever got up to any individual in the
Department of the Army or Departnlent
of Defense who could make a final deci·
sion 00 his program. As a re ult, the
program becanle diluted and a lot of

A.

extra time was spent on gening it
wough all of that layering. I don't agree
with that perception in general because
I aw it in ome cases, but didn't ee it in
the majority of the Army's program .
However, we have complied with the
Packard Commission Report in forming
the Program Executive fficer (PEO)
group in the Army and the PMs to serve
under them. The key principle that we
are stressing very strongly in th· Army
Materiel Command is that there i a
partnership between AMC, particularly
at tbe major subordinate command
level, and the Program Executive
Officer. This partner hip is designed to
insure that we work as a team to come
up with the best possible program, and
to do it as effectively and quickly as
possible. Theres no way that a PEO or a
PM could e er field a major item of
equipment without support frolll the
Army Materiel Command. We provide
that fielding support and must be on the
front end of the program to make sure
it's all available when the PEO or PM
gets ready to field a piece of equipment.
It would be a waste of resources to fully
man every single position in a PMs shop
that he might have a need for on a
weekly or less frequent basis. We will be
proViding matrix upport to the PMs in
helping them do their common tasks,
such as legal, finance and all of thos
other support function they need.
They will have a minimal staff that will
proVide the leadership for the program,
the direction of the program, and then
come to the M C commander for the
adtlitional support they need.
There is a major change in the way we
are doing business at AMC Headquar·
ters. Since we are no longer directly in
the chain-of·command of the PM, but do
have many of the Army's real experts in
the budgeting and progranunati s that
are essential to a PM's program, we are
sending those people out to the field to
assist the PEOs and PMs during the ini·
tial formulation of their program . They
will assure that the program is put
together properly and makes sense,
rather than being the graders as it
comes waugh this headquarters. In the
long term, I think this will hllve a payoff
because we will train the people down
in the trenches - those men and
women who have been putting pro·
grams together - how to do their job
better so that we will find less errors
and problems in them when they are
presented to tbe Army Acquisition
Executive for a final d ci ion. The key
point is that we are partners and we do
that all the way. I think there will be
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changes in the PEOIPWAMC relationship as we learn more about how to do
business. The Army Acquisition Executive, Mr. Ambrose, and I have discussed
tllis on a number of occasions and he
agrees that we are organized in the best
manner possible right now, but we are
going to watch it carefuUy and make
changes as necessary to improve the
way we do business.

What impact, ifany, will the
Q. reorganization have on
AMC's efforts relative to the streamlined acquisition process?
I don't think it will have any
real major impact on it because
the streamlined acquisition process is
an attitude and a state of mind as much
as it is a major change in the procedures
for doing business. Even before the
PEOIPM system was put into effect, it
was Army policy for US to do the front
end work better and to cut out sequential review . In other words, you don't
have a separate meeting with every individual involved in the process, but
everyone meets at the same time and
scrubs the program to make sure it's
straight before it goes forward. You are
going to see this continuing under the
PEO/PM process. We are also reducing
the number of military specifications
down to the bare mIDimum to get the
product we need in the field. Shortening up Request for Propo al (RFP) for
the T800 turbine engine was a good
example of this. This isn't going to
change under the new sy tern. We are
continuing to work very closely with
TRADOC to make sure that the require·
ments in the ReqUired Operational
Capability make sense, can be achieved
and can be translated into an RFP for
industry that can be met. That is part of
streamlining.
FinaUy, where possible, we will buy
off-the·shelf nondevelopmental items
which may come from the commercial
market or may have been designed and
fielded by allied armies. TItis approach
can save us money and time in providing equipment to our soldiers. The bot·
tom Line is that the PEO system and
streanllined acquisition will reaUy have
a synergistic effect on improvement of
the acquisition process in general.

A.

During the most recent
Q. Atlanta Executive Conference, there was some lively
debate on 1vhether defense co,.,tractors should be reimbursedfor
special tools and equipment costs
10

incurred dU'ring the development
and production stages of the
acquisition process. What a·reyour
thoughts on this issue?
1 was present at that meeting
and to say that it was lively is
probably an understatement. It was
vehement at times. First of aU, they will
be reimbursed. There is no question on
that. It is the timing of the reimburse·
ment that they have a problem with.
Formerly, they could be reimbursed
100 percent for the special tooling and
special test equipment with the current
contract For FY 87 contracts, they can
receive up to 50 percent of that reimbursement in each fi cal year with the
balance spread over future contracts.
1bis cau ed industry problems as, in
some cases it takes large outlays up
front on their part which then would
have to be amortized over many years in
future contracts. Congress changed the
rules in the FY 88 Act, so now indu try
will he reimbursed at a mutuaUy agreed
upon amount in the first year: However,
the final policy stiU needs to be published. I tllink we do have to look at this
carefully because we cannot expect
industry to spend large amounts of
money unless they make a sufficient
profit and are able to use that If not, it's
going to come out of some other area.
They will probably take it out of their
research base and things of tlIat nature,
which are also very important to the
Department of the Army and the
Defense Department in general. We are
going to continue to workwith industry
and the Congress to come up with what
we think is fair and equitable to botb
sides.

A.

HoZIJ do youpropose to deal

Q. with the ever increasing
requirement to develop more and
beUer weapons systems in the curr~Jtandprojected environment 01
decreasing resources to develop
these systems?
I suppose this question is more
applicable now than it might
have been a month or two ago because
of the substantial reductions that are
being considered in our programs in
order to balance the deficit tbat we have
in this country. I am not as pessimi tic as
most however. I don't think the sky is
faUing. We are going to have to tighten
our belts. There is no question on that.
There will be systems that we will have
to kill and there will be systems that we
will have to low down production on.

A.
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This means we will not modernize our
Army as quickly as we would like to do.
However, I want to also poim Ollt that
during the last five years we have done
more to modernize otlr Army than any
time in the over 30 years that I have
been in the Army. When you go out to
see tlle Army today - in those units
that have been modernized - its the
most effective, best trained Army that
we have ever had. nfortunatety, we are
only half·way there. So we are going to
have to get smarter about how we do
business. \Ve are going to have to be
tougher on the requirements side and
make absolutely sure that any program
tbat we decide to go forward with has a
specific payoff on the battlefield so that
we get the most balanced fOrce
possible.
We are going to have to look more at
product improvement rather than coming up with a new product; that is, when
product improvement will give us at
least a miminlUffi required capability on
the battlefield. We need to continue the
policy that we've had in the past to
make sure that we don't write requirements in order to get the last two to
three percent performance that will
cost an exorbitant amount of dollars. In
other words, maybe the 80 or 90 percent solution will give us so much additional effectiveness on tlle battlefield, at
an affordable cost, that it is theway to go
instead of holding out for the ultimate
solution.
As 1 pointed out earlier, we have to
look nlore at buying off-the·shelf com·
merciaUy and from other governments.
IncidentaUy, our allies have the same
problem. 'They are not going to have
great increases in their defense budgets
in the years ahead. So, we have to work
very closely with them just as with the
other Services in the United State so
that we don't duplicate effOrt. With
regard to that last point, we are working
very closely with the other Services the Air Force, the Navy, the Marines to assure that we don't duplicate effort
unless it makes sense to do so. In some
cases it does make sense becansc there
are alterna.tive approaches to the solv·
ing of any problem.

During the past several

Q. years, there has been some

substantial criticism in the public
media of the Army:S materiel test·
ing procedures. What is your
response to this criticism?

A.

First of aU I wouldn't say that
we should not have been celli·
March-April 1988

·
cized in some re pects. This is becau e
ii's possible that we should have anticipated some of the problems and possibly bave done more testing. However;
I'd also say that it's always easier to be
the "Monday morning quarterback"
than it is to have thought of every possible detail during the initial testing. I was
a tester at one time in the Test and Evaluation Command (TECOM) of the old
AMC before it became DARCOM and
then AMC again. Tbat was at a time
when TECOM was responsible for both
operational and development testing.
That chaIlGed in the 70s and we are
primarily Fesponsible for development
testing today Most of the criticism has
been of operational testing, which we
are not directly responsible for. However, we have had our hare of critici m
of development testing too.
We are improving the way we test. We
are training our testers beller today and,
probably more inlportant, we have a
concerted effort in the Army to commit
the funds for the instrumentation that's
necessary to do testing properly. There
is always a tendency, when dollars are
short, to cut the funds for the instrumentation for testing. This is because
instrumentation is not something you
are going to ee on the battlefield. But if
we are going to tcst properly we just
have to spend those dollars, and I can
tell you it involve hundreds of million
of dollars. It's not cheap, but in tile long
run I think it will help US turn out a
better product.
We al a have to get smarter about
how we use a combination of actual
physical testing and then analytical
approaches using computer models to
determine what we can expectfrom tile
item on the battlefield. 'nlere is no hesitancy on the part of Army leadership to
te t our eqUipment. In orne cases. it's
just that we probably haven't fully
understood the complexity of tcsting
properly. We will continue to improve
tllat and assure that fielded equipment
is the best po sible that we and U.S.
indpstry qrn provide to the soldier.

,

[-

a keytlQte presentation

Q. at the 15th Anny Science
Conference, you emphasized the
needfor the Army:S in-house laboratory community to establish a
strong partnership with their
peers in academia, federally
funded R&D centers, and with
industry, \W)at specific initiatives
have been undertaketl to achieve
this?
March-April 1988

As a preface, there is a tendency in any organization, and
not just the Army laboratory system, to
have the "NII-I" or "not invented here"
attitude. We have some outstanding scientists and engineer in our laboratory
system who are dOing great work.. On
the other hand, tIlere are many scientists and engineers in tile organizations
that you just mentioned that can also do
great work for the Army ,Uld we need to
take advantage of that capability.
We have contracts witll over 200 colleges and universities that are doing
work for us today and we recently
established II univer ity research initiative centers of exceLlenc which will
concentrate in particular areas of cience that we think will have a military
payoff We are making better use of ilie
independent research and development (IR&D) programs of industry. A
major study of ou.r total !R&D program
was conducted within the last year to
make sure tIlat industry was concentrating in those areas that we thought
would have a high payoff on the battlefield. We are going to put more
emphasis on encouraging industry to
participate in progran1s iliat were not
properly covered previously.
Finally, we are establi hing a close
working relation hip with tile Department of Energy (DOE) laboratories. In
fact, very recently Mr. Ambrose, GEN
Thurman from TRADOC, and I metwiili
three of the principal laboratory directors of the DOE to determine how we
could more effectively use their tremendous capabilities, particularly in
analytical work and computer technology, to do a better job in developments
for tile Army.
Also, we have opened dialogues and
have working groups wiili some foreign
countries. -The bottom line of thi question is iliat we must have a strong Army
laboratory system but we should also
utilize every available resource from
other facilities to make sure that we are
developing the technulogy that will
give us ilie payoff on the battlefield of
the future.

A.

Since the ultimale goal of
AMC is to provide effective
and dependable equipment for
the soldier in the field, do you
believe there would be some benefit in stationing a senior enlisted
individual at Army labs and RDE
centers in order to get their input
dUring the development process?

Q.

In most cases we do have
senior non-commissioned
officers at tile majori ry of our labs or
some who frequently vi it our labs.
However, the bOllom line is yes; we
need to have a greater user input into aU
aspects of the development of materiel,
from ilie tech base right through fullscale engineering development to field·
ing. The non-commissioned officers I
would want in those positions would be
iliose that have just come from field
assignments in Europe, Fort Hood, or
Korea for example where tlley have tile
latest knowledge of how equipment is
used in tile field, what the deficiencies
are, and what dIe soldier is intere ted in.
They could then help us witll our MANPRINT effort to make ure we dcsign
equipment so it is u er friendly when it
finally gets out to the field.

A.

Whal areas of technology

Q. do you believe offer the

greatest potentialfor advancitJg
AnlZY capabilities during the fle;);t
decade?
That's a tough one becau e
tIlere are 0 man)' areas of technology tIlat can have a high payoff on
the battlefield. It is hard to pick only a
few. However, I'd ay probably two of
tile highest payoffs could be in the signal proce ing area and the reconnaissance surveiJJan e and target acquisition area in such things as photonics,
acoustics, and microelectronics.
1 anI not saying iliere are not oilier
areas such as electromagnetic propulsion, electrothermal propulsion and a
better understanding of the use of lasers
on the bartIefield. But if we have a deficiency today, it's probabLy in the
capability of our signal processing to
take massive anlounts of information
from sensor and reduce it to a product
that the soldier can use to destroy ilie
enemy on ilie battlefield. For eXanlple,
we now have tremendous sensors on
tile draWing boards for locating the
enemy, but unfortunately when aU of
this data comes into tile machinery that
has to kiH him - whether it's a helicopter or a tank - it is almost a manual
operation for the commander or tile
pilot to process all tIlat information and
determine tile value of the target and
kill it. We are working on what we call
Aided Target Recognition which will
help us solve tllat problem. This effort
will involve all of ilie areas that [ have
mentioned and will gi\'e us tile effec·
tivene s and time sensitivity we need.

A.
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How do we draw the line

Q. between supporting basic
technological research ill our labs
and research centers and support
for specific weapon systems?
Basic technology refers to
A. tho e things I just talked about.
It is generally defined as being non-system specific. In other words it ha
application to many systems on tlle battlefield. umerically, it is referred to as
6.1, 6.2, and 6.3a efforts. This could
e\'en result in technology test bed
demonstrators. everal of me e could
be put togetlIer and they may look like
something that would be on the bat·
tlefie.ld, but it would not neces arily be
a fmal design mat would b ready to go
into full-scale engineering development.
Beyond tlle technology base we go
into advanced development which is
6.3b. This is when we actually start
developing a sy tern that would be
fielded on me battlefield and integrate ,

for example, the propulsion, the sus·
pension, or a gun if it was a tank. Then
we go inco the final de ign - which i
full·scale engineering development or
6.4. There is a fuzzy line, at times,
between the non·system specifi tech
base and when you rcally go into
advanced development. 0, I can't gct
too eXCited whether it's sometimes
called 6.3a or 6.3b.
We need to make very sure, before we
ever go into advanced developmenc or
full- cale engineering development,
that we have analyzed what the principal technologies are that mu t be inte·
grated into that system and whether
they are ready to go into system specific
engineering. The best example of a system we are currently bringing forward
properly is the LHX Helicopter. We have
spent a lot of time, a lot of effort, and a
lot of dollars on this progI'""dm in doing
the technology work up from to make
sure that when we get ready to go into
the demonstration/validation phase,
and eventually into full·scale engineer·
ing, that we have a handle on tlle tech-

nology necessary for that job.

Do you have any addi-

Q. tional comments regard·
ing AMC in general?

Yes. In the eight months I have
been commanding the Army
Materiel Command, I have been on the
road about 60 percent of the time. The
reason for this is because I want to
assure that what the command i doing
is properly directed toward support of
the soldier on the battlefield. In all ofmy
travels, while I ee things I might do
different and make recommendations in
that regard, I have also been very
impressed and excited about the great
number of dedicated individual civilian and military - who spend their
lives supporting our Army. I have never
seen a more dedicated group of individuals in any organ ization I havc served
in. We will colltinue to work harder to
become more efficient in doing that job
even better as the current belt tightening process takes effect.

A.

Army Fields
Mobile Subscriber Equipment
The large t fielding effort in me history of me U.. Army
began i!1 February. During me following 5-yCat period, more
man 272,000 items of Mobile Sub criber Equipment (MSE)
will be provided to 2,500 Army units located tllfOUghout me
world. TIle equipment will become me crucial tactical telephone communication sy tem for me Army.
TIle First Cavalry Division, Fort Hood, TX, is me fir t to
receive the new equipment. It has a secure \'oice and data
capability, and includes hard wired equipment similar to an
office phone, and mobile telephones similar 10 cellular car
phones.
The prinle contractor for dIe entire project and the fielding
effort GTE, Needham, MA, won me competitive 4.3 billion
contract in January 1984.
Under tbe IOtal package unit materiel fielding concept, the
Army Communications-Electronics Command and GTE will
provide modern, up-to-date communications eqwpment to
me Army, Army Reserve and me National Guard.
" ever before has me Army established a plan for fielding
all units wim tlle arne equipment in this short time span,"
said LTC Edward Carnes, assistant project manager for MSE
fielding.
COL John Power, MSE project manager, i respon ible for
overall management of the entire program. Widl him, more
man 125 .Fort Monmouth employees are directly contributing to the massive fielding effort_
M E was purchased u ing a nondevelopmenral approach
utilizing existing hardware and software. By doing tlIis, the
Army avoided spending any research and development
money, and saved years of testing time.
ln past fielding practices, me Army would buy separ-Jte
12
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While on manuevers, soldiers check equipment to
ensure that it is in good working order before firing it up.
piece and as emble mem at a central location. Equipment
would be replaced selectively to pread the new equipment
out to oldiers who needed it most. Usually dIe Army Reserve
and National Guard would get me older equipment that was
replaced by new equipment in active Army units.
The Army would then be responsible for training and
solving any problems with the mechanics of tlle assembJy.
WitlI the MSE total package fielding, GTE is responsible for
providing me whole working MSE y tern to one corps at a
time.
At dIe fielding site, dIe equipment is readied and tested in a
staging area to be ure it is working properly. Soldier are then
trained in portable clas rooms. TIle equipment i inspected
one last tinle and then igned over to me Army, at which time
GTE' fielding responsibility i completed
The Army Reserve and' ational Guard are receiving ISE
concurrently with the regular Army.
March-April 1988

Dispelling the Myths
of Test and Evaluation
By Dr. H. Steven Kimmel
Assistant Deputy Director
Defense Research and Engineering
(Test and Evaluation)

Test and evaluation is recognized as a
key element of the weapon system process. By both long-standlng practice and
directive, weapon system test and evaluation is divided into two principal categories - Development Test and
Evaluation (DT&E) and Operational
Test and Evaluation (OT&E).
As defined by the governing directive
(DODD 5000.3, "Test and Evaluation"),
DT&E is conducted throughout various
pbases of the acquisition process to
ensur the acquisition and fielding of an
effective and upportable system by
assisting in the engineering design and
development and verifying attainment
oftechnical performance specifications,
objective and supportability.
OT&E is dIe field test, under realistic
condi tions and by typical users, of the
weapon system (or element dlereof) to
determine its suitab.ility and
effectiveness.
\Vhile DT&E emphasizes engineering
design and technical performance, its
uLtimate goal, like dlat of OT&E, is to
en ure the acquisition and fielding of
weapon systems dlat are effective and
supportable under combat conditions.
One should not expect DT&E, by
itself; to be sufficient to fu Uy ensure
effective,. supportable combat operation; key elements of realistic testing are
re en'ed to OT&E, e.g., operation by
typical military users in as a realistic
representative field condition as possible against threat representative hostile
forces. Nonetheless, it is dear that the
utility ofDT&E as an acquisition tool is
increased when Development Test
(DT) re ults can serve as a reliable predictor of Operational Test (OT)
performance.
The accompanying diagram presents
a sinlplified model of the weapon system acquisition process to as ist in
March-April 1988
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Model of the Weapon System Acquisition Process
examining the relationship between
DT&E and OT&E. The model suggests
that test and evaluation i a continuum
of activities interwoven with the acquiSition process.
In reality, dIe maturing DT&E and i.nirial phases ofOT&E (iOT&E) events do
not fit into rigid nor discrete compartments; both are involved with broad,
system-level concerns. This relationship is a matter of on-going interest and
often the cause of confusion and misunderstanding. In addition, recent enactments by the Congress have drawn
attemion to the Office, Secretary of
Defense (OSD) T&E communities' management, execution, and actions. The
result of all of this certainly needs to be
well understood by dIose engaged in
the acquisition of weapon systems.
Accordingly, me reader is invited to
take dIe following true or false test and
be hislher own evaluator:
The intent of this test is not to provide
pass/fail criteria for the reader, but
rather to clarify me on-going relationships between the DT&E and OT&E
communities. More precisely, dIe entire
test and evaluation community is cur-

rently being challenged to support the
evolVing acquisition goals and objectives. The llse of viable test programs
and the commitment to objective
assessment are the essential mean to
achieve the results recently expressed
by Army Chief of Staff GEN art E.
Vuono - "Test and Evaluation is very
important because putting Ie s th'III
adequate weaponry into the hands of
our soldiers is a price that we all cannot
afford."
The OSD test and evaluation environment is divided and fragmented.
False. That is, while the OSD T&E
function is fragmented organizationally,
its purpose i not. Clearly the director,
operational test and evaluation
(D,OT&E), is respon ible for providing
OT policy, while tlle deputy director,
defense research and engineering ( test
and evaluation) (PDDRE(T&E) is
responsible for DT policy genemlion.
However, both entities agree mat:
• "test planning" must begi.n early;
• early t st results are es ential to
support design to production decisions;
• DT objectives must po ture a system for OT; and
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• OT must be viewed as a graduation
type of an event rather than as a final
exam.
A single OSD organization would not
alter this ideology at all Two organization permit focused attention upon a
myriad of related matters such as te t
facilities (instrumentation and ranges),
test targets, threat surrogates and simulators, live fire testing, joint te ts and
foreign weapon evaluation. Most importantly, it allows independent, objective
weapon sy tern a esslllent from a
development perspective to ensure that
engineering thresholds have been
attained and from an operational perspective to verify the suitability and
effectiveness is confirmed prior to proceeding beyond low rate initial
production.
Test and evaluation assessments
go unheeded.
False. T&E asse ments are an integral
influence in the defense acquisition
decision making proce . Routine vehicles such as weekly "quick look" T&E
correspondence and more detailed status report and memoranda are frequently generated to ensure the
secretary of defense and under secretary of defense (acquisition) are
appraised of acqui ition T&E matters.
Lastly, the T&E assessments provided to
the Defense Acquisition Board often
form the foundation of the resultant
Acquisition Decision Memorandum
that direcls the service acquisition
executive during the forthcoming
month of program execution_
Weapon system acquisition time
has increased due to the demands!
requirements for more testing_
f'a.lse. During this past year, as a result
of Congressional interest, a thorough
and comprehensive review of the
weapon sy tem acquisition process
judged that a vigorous, well planned
T&E effort is time effident and a wise
investment. The conelu ion from the
evaluation of te ling tinle is thaI T&E is
not a reasonable target for time reduclion in pursuit of a speedier acquisition
process, and that a cutback in T&E
could actually lead to a longer and costLier acquisi tion process.
Existing T&Epolicies of DOD and
military departments are inconsistent in philosophy and approach.
False. DOD Directive 5000.3, "Test
and Evaluation" sets forth the broad
philosophical hasis for T&E and identifie pecific responsibilities and methods for all T&E action in DOD. It
highlights the purpo e of testing, the
14

relationship between DT & OT as currently defined, specific Service responsibilities, and T&E planning ,\Od
execution requirements.
The Services in rum hOI e each prepared regulations that implement the
guidance contained in DODD 5000.3
for their respective organizations. In
general the Sen'ice are in concert with
the fundamentals of the DOD T&E guidance, although mere are differences in
terminology and approach. For the
most part, this is a consequence of the
different weapon system classes and
operating environment with which
each SelVice mu t deal.
Development Test (DT) and Initial Operational Test (lOT) are
incompatible in purpose.
Pdlse. T&E is an integral part of the
acquisition process, interacting with
other program functions that support
the development of a product desigu
and helping to determine tlle operational effectiveness and suitability of a
weapon system. Testillg (both development and operational) must begin early
and be done continuously rather than
viewing it as a "final exam." Accordingly, the relationship between DT and
lOT is separate, yet complementary. For
example, an early operational assessment is often based upon the DT data. In
the end they cnntribute to a healthy
T&E environment that is in turn helping
the DOD in its decision process. DT
contribu tes to the design portion of the
process, whereas OT establishe the
information ba e for recommending
when a program is re-oldy to proceed
past a low rate initial production.
Test and Evaluation Master Plans
(TEMPs) are needed solely to comply with DOD Directive 5000.3, "Test
and Evaluation," i.e. to fulfill a process requirement.
False. The purpose of a TEMP ito:
identify the scope of planned testing;
delineate acceptable valuation criteria;
and foster sound program management
by which to execute a rational, logical
COll rse of action.
11le concept of a TEMP is detailed in
DOD Manual 5000.3-M-I, "Test and
Evaluation Master Plan GUidelines," and
supports the premise tbat the document should be viewed as a tool to
ensure program management succes .
ll1e TEMP should selVe as a roadmap
rather than as a detailed test plan.
Accordingly, progranl offiCials should
u e it as a vehicle to conflIm, via test
results, the progress of a maturing set of
events. This progress is examined con-
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tinuously during the development
period and is necessary in order to facilitate the certification tlut the developing system under test is ready for OT.
Utilizing evolutionary threshold !h;\t
span the phases of advanced and
engineering development right through
the certification for OT readiness and
leading to initial operational capability
can become bona fide check points to
support acquisition management
decisions_
Hence, the TEMP i and hould be
viewed as a living document, accommodating annual updates and revisions.
Meanwhile, the TEMP mu t track witll
the approved requirements and Decision CoordinationiSy tern Papers to
ensure that tile objecti c sy tern, once
fully fielded, satisfie the military user's
reqUired operational needs (the final
set of evolutionary thresholds).
Accordingly, Service submitted
TEMPs receive a thorough and comprehensive OSD-wide review to ensure
mat programmatic and teclUlical viewpoints, concerns, and details are adequately addressed.
Until recently, software T&E has
placed its emphasis more on "Tn
than "E" and has thus endorsed theDesign-Test-Redesign-Retest philosophy of development.
True. But the design-test-redesign
approach has been ob erved to be both
costly (see note below) and inefficient
for hardware and software development
efforts. Therefore, the soon 10 be pubIi hed DOD Manual 5000.3-M-3 "Software Test and Evaluation Manual" will
advocate the following:
• DOD- TD-2167, "Defense Sy terns
Software Development," which tabLished a tti-service approach for designing and building in software quality vice
testing in software quality. Quality
being one measure of software
maturity;
• Development of mathematica.l
means of determining software correctnes analytically during design and
prior to code development, leading the
way to error reduced software being
developed in a "clean-room" environment. This is still in its infancy;
• Support the DOD implementation
of Ada for use in all weapon system .
This approach fosters tlle early detection and prevention ofrequirement and
design errors prior to software coding;
and
• Improving management visibility,
testing, and assessment tools whicll promote management attention, early
March-April 1988
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detection, and correction of software
problem areas.
NOTE: Evidence produced by soft·

,

Improving Test and Evaluation Effectiveness in Support of the Major Weapon
Systems Decision Process," the testing
ware studies indicates that, on tbe
of an NDI must not impede the objectives of streamlining the acquisition
average, appro.ximately 40 to 60 percel~1 of tbe DOD software. development
process. Rather, it must be accom·
dollars are spent on SOftware test
plished in an orderly, objective fashion
related activities.
consistent with the approved TEMP
Live fire testing is solely. an Army
A balanced structured system test
test program brought about by the
pIan treats hardware, software and
Bradley Live Fire Test (lFf) effort.
the user as equals.
False. Th.e vulnerability ofthe Bradley
True. A balanced te t plan is necesFighting Vehicle was initially quantified
saryto ensure that system and mission
objectives will be supported by matuby th 0 D ponsored joint live fire test
effort. in FY 87, Congress established a
ring hardware and software. The test
DOD-wide live fire test mandate to be
plan must address hardware (including
overseen by OSD and executed by each
mission critical computer resources as
Service. The enabling legislation states
well as front-end sensors), software
that live fire testing shall be executed
(firmware as well as resident and data
flow induced), user elements and the
sufficiently early in the development
phase of the system or program to allow
integration of all of these elements. Sysany design deficiency demonstrated by
tem level testing should be de igned
the vulnerabili ty testing to be corrected
and conducted to demonstrate the contribution of hardware, software and
in the deSign of the system, munition or
people to the quantification of reliabilmissile before proceeding beyond low
ity, availability, and maintainability
rate initial production.
parameters.
The TEMP is the umbrella document
Pre-planned product .improveto record the scope of a system, muni·
ments (P3I) or evolutionary acquition or missile's live fire test. The sup·
sition (EA) strategies (yes there is a
porting Detailed Live Fire Test and
difference) minimize the conflict
Evaluation Plan contains the subsystem
between DT and OT.
and component or full up testing
"frue. P31 and EA both contain a mod·
needed to assess system vulnerability or
ular building block concept to enable
lethality. Such a full up test may be
the integration of progressive hardware
waived by the secretary of defense pri0r
and software design enhancements
to entering Full-Scale Development and
capable of meeting futuristic mission
prOVided that the secretary certifies to
objectives by the phasing-in of upgradaCongress that live fire testing would be
ble intrinsic elements.
unreasonably
expensive
and
The enhancemen.ts result in cost
impractical.
avoidance in such areas as obsolete sysNondeveJopmentaJ item (NDI) is
tem software, planned delivery of new
an acquisition strategy that eUmi·
technology and the tailoring of opera·
nates the requirement for test and
tional characteristics to increase the
evaluation master planning.
utility of available, employable
f<alse. The use of NUl is based upon
technology.
the results of a market surveillance and
Hence, at the system level, the adopanalysis performed early in the system
tion of P31 or EA tends to minimize DT
life cycle. Typically, the analysis deterand OT conflicts by accommodating
mines the.feasibility of satisfying a milidesign changes over a spectrum of time
tary deficiency or need by utilizing
as evidenced by specific development
commercial off·the·shelf products.
objectives and OT expectations. With a
These products may be ·used either
directly, or ruggedized for military envi:'" balanced test program consisting of
integration, interoperability, and comronments, or integrated into existing or
patibility testing, the modular concept
evolving system design( s). in any case,
can provide the roadmap to reduce test
the degree of testing will be commensuand acquisition conflicts.
rate wi.th the degree of integration and!
Concurrent acquisition strategies
or modification required. It will be
typically reduce schedule risk at the
inversely proportional to the depth of
expense of informed decisions.
contractor data appropriate for evaluat·
F.use. In the usual context, concur·
ing military operational suitability and
rency means either the simultaneous
effectiveness.
DT/OT or the more common interAs described in the forthcoming
pretation of simultaneou DT/OT and
DOD 5000.3-M-5, "Procedures ManualMarch-April 1988

production.
.With concurrent DT/OT, the program
office and contractor are faced with the
dilemma of trying to collect develop·
mental data as quickly as possible while
providing and supporting a system for
the independent operational tester to
verify user requirements. What often
happens is the curtailment or retarding
of developmental data taking to ensure
compliance with a. particular opera·
tional performance thre hold thus
impeding overall development and progress toward certification for dedicated
system level OT Some concurrency in
DT/OT is beneficial but only to the
extent that qUick look OT evaluations
are used to assist.the developer and help
refine system specifications.
Detrimental concurrency of DT/OT
occurs, for example, when the progranl
office/contractor team candidly admit
that .their attention has been diverted
from developmental to operational testing. Typically, this means that the preference to collect data Ci.e. to fire several
telenletry equipped missiles) followed
by the opportunity to correct engineer·
ing deficiencies has been set aside in
deference to the necessity to rehear e
IOT&E to minimize the possibilIty of
any embarrassing operational occur·
rences. Thus, the attainment and confirmation of development objectives, as
verified through flight test, become
mitigated.
Operational suitability and operational effectiveness are' graduation
characteristics validated as a consequence of OT.
True. The latter phase of OT (i.e.,
OTII), is the place to prove operational
effectivenes . Whereas some of operational suitabilIty can be assessed from
the results of DT, DOD 5000.3 states
that operational suitability under realis·
tic conditions is to be validated during
operational testing.
Nuclear hardness and survivability (NH&S) objectives are to
be achieved in DT and confirmed in
OT.
True. DODI 4245.4 "Acquisition of
Nuclear-Survivable System ,'" states that
"NS&H objectives .are (to be) achieved
during DT and OT&E."
In addition, DODD 5000.3, "Test and
E\'aluation," states that "DOT&E is
responsible fot (confirming), in coordi·
nation with the assistant to the secretary of defense for atomic energy,
ATSD(AE), that OT&E confirms NH&S
as intended." "DDRE (T&E) is responsible for confirming, with advice from the
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ATSD (AE), that H&S objectives are
acllieved during DT&E."
As we all are aware, testing to confirm
nuclear hardness and survivability must
depend upon a combination of tests,
simulations and analysis. And like the
non-nuclear survivability area, the
severity of the mis ion degradation will

be extrapolated in terms of the ability of
the threat operating environment to
exceed the sy tem design capabiliti
thereby affecting system survivability.
The degree to which the S}' tem survives will directly contribute to mission
abort, mission degradation, nuisance or
no response. In rhe end, the system's

design (development objective) must
be robust to lie somewhere between
imperviou to the e,xpected threat (i.e.,
no vulnerability), to built-in recovery
(observable degradation) and the
acceptance of partial (but militarily
acceptable) operational suitability and
effectiven

WES Expands
Educational Programs
Editor's ote: The following is a summary of an article
titled "Importing Education - An AI111Y Lab's Pursuit of
E.:~cellenceUthat waspubUshed in the October 1987 issue of
the Government Executive.
Missis ippi tate University ha been offering rna ter's
degrees in civil engineering and engineeri.ng mechanics at
dle Vi.cksburg Center for Graduate Study in Engineering on
location at tile Waterways Experiment Station (WES) since
1965.
Nearly 65 WE employees earned master's degree from
Mississippi State at the Vicksburg Center mrough 1985. During this same 20-)'ear period, me number of engineers and
scientists at WE increased 133 percent. "nle different disciplines represented among me professional staffalso increased
from 12 in me early 1960s to 40 in 1985. Twelve of the new
<Ii ciplines Rre in me biological science which were not
represented at all during me early 19605.
It was clearly evident that there was a need to offer more
educational program at wES to meet me demands of the
expanding work force. ow, becau e of an innovative program initiated by WES management, the 1,050 engineers and
scientists working in Vicksburg 00 Rt wES and 350 more
at two other Corp of Engineers field offices - hal' ready
access to educational programs from three regionaJ1y prominent universitie through the WES Graduate In titute.
The WES GraduRte Institute is an associatiOn of the three
universities and \VB through which academic credit and
graduate degrees can be earned from member universities by
cour e work offered at \VB. TIle institute was established in
1986 to support graduate study and research in scientific and
technological areas of interest to WES and other Corps
eIemenrs.
The institute was formed primarily wim the educational
needs of WES employees in mind, but it benefits extend
beyond me individual. For example, the instlrute enJlances
the exchange of scientific and technological information
between member universities and WES, provide a mechanism through whid1 researcller maintain technical competence and continue professional development, and facilitates
recruitment and retention of quality-employees.
TIle institute functions through joint agreements between
WES and member univer iti . Member universitie are louisiana State, Mississippi State (induding tile Vicksburg Center
for Graduate Study in Engineering), and Texas A&M. Program in marine sciences and marine geology are offered by
Loui iRna rate; oceanography, ocean engineering, and
engineering geology are from Texas A&M; and instruction in
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civil engineering and engineering mechanics are from Misissippi State.
Mississippi State was recently reque ted to expand its
engineering curriculum at \VES and to offer program in
computer science, math and statistics, and me biologicaV
wildlife sciences. The State College:: Board is expected to
approve me program expansion in the near future.
Member universitie apply tile same academic requirements and tandards to their institute cour e as they do to
courses offered on their maln campuses. Students may enroU
as degree or nOll-degree students and receive academic
credit for courses completed. Tho e in degree programs must
meet aJJ the requirements of me university in which they are
enrolled, including admi ion to the program, forming an
;ldvi ory committee, and haVing their program of study
apprOl'ed.
Most courses taught at me institute are taught by faculty
from member univer ities who eimer commute there once a
week or move to Vicksburg temporarily. While at WE ,univerity faculty teacll at least one cour e per semester and participate in on-going research or conduct independent r earch
that relates to a WES progt"'dJD.
Some courses are taught by wES employees mat have been
elected to serve as adjunct or affiliate faculty of a member
university. Employees who take classes are expe ted to continue performing a full load of job responsibilitie . For thi
reason, classes are not cheduled before 4 p.m., and WES
emplo ees, whether participating as tudents or faculty, apply
flextime ro attend clas es.
During me 1986-8 academic year, there were 194tudents enrolled in courses. One-hundred-fifty-five of me students were WE employee and this represent over 20
percent of the engineers and cientists employed at '\ ES.
The instiulte greatly increases the graduate cducational
opportunities at WES, but is limited by the logistics of scheduling faculty and courses and obtaining a neces ary minimu m
level of student demand. 11le pOSSibility of satellite transmission of courses between me universities and WES is being
discussed as a way to e1in1inate geographic ob tacles, reduce
planning con traiors, and increase the acce s to a greater
number of courses and faculty.
Providing access to graduate education sends a clear message to E employees dlat me organization cares about
their professional and personal development. Although the
merhod may be gradual and indirect, WES management
believe that enhancement of employee capabilitie will not
only boost morale but is also the surest way to institutionalize
organizational excellence and prestige.
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he Army Science Board. •

•

An Independent
A.ssessment
of Army Programs
By COL Richard E. Entlich
Introduction
What is the Army Science Board
(ASB)' How doe it function? How can I
get the board to help solve some of my
problems? These questions, along with
many others, are frequently askcd of the
Office of the Assistant Secretary of the
Army for Re earch, Development and
Acquisition.
-n1e Army cience Board is the senior
scientific advisory group to the secretary of the Army and i comprised of
approximately 100 distinguished member from the industrial academic, and
research communitie . The basic misions and policies of the ASB are:
• to provide technical review and
management uppon to major Army
programs in critical need of DA
attention;
• u e specialist to provide quick
reaction in response to technical
review and assessment of major program initiatives;
• use members as ambassadors to
keep the Army alert to new science and
technology developments in industry
that wiJ.l meet new operational requirements or increase operational readines ; and
• use members as consult,ullS to d1e
Department of d1e Army in science and
technology activities.

History
The illustrious hi.story of the Army
Science Board began in 1951 when it
WdS originally e tabli bed by the secretary of the Army, the honorable Frank
·Pace, on a trial ba&is as the Army Scientific Advisory PO,mel. In 1954, the 10member panel became a permanent
Department of the Army board and its
membership was expanded to 25.
March-April 1988

ASS member trying on jumper's equipment at Fort Bragg
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Activities of the panel accelerated
substantially in 1956 witb tbe formation
of subpanels which investigated broad
areas of interest to include air mobility
communications and electronics, firepower, and environmental research.
HoweveI:, after a panel reorganization in
1963, the subpanel tructure was abol·
ished in favor ofan ad hoc group system.
The Army Science Board, as it exists
today, was chartered in December 1977
to perform the duties previously
accomplished by the Army Scientific
Advisory Panel and several other U. .
Army sCientific advisory panels and
committees.

OrganizationTIle Army Science BOard functions
under tbe direction of tbe assistant secretary of the Army for research, development and acquisition. The assistant
secretary appoints a senior Army official
to the position of execu tive secretary of
the board.
The executive secretary is an ex·
officio member of tbe board and acts as
a liaison between tbe assistant secretary
and the bOard. Completing that link are
the chairperson and vice chairperson
who are selected from the membership
by the assi tant secretary and approved
by the secretary of the Army.
The current chair of the Army Science Board is Gilbert F. Decker, preSident of Penn Central Federal Systems

ASB members enjoying lunch in the field with soldiers from Fort Bragg.

Co. The vice chair is Dr. John w: Knapp,
dean of the faculty at VLrginia Military
Institute. The chair'and vice chair nOfmally serve for a term of one year.
As part of the organization of the general membership, the members of the
Army Science Board are assigned to five
standing groups known as functional
subgroups according to practical experience and interest. These functional
subgroups include: weapons systems;
command, control, communications

and intelligence; human capabilities
and resources; logistics and support 5)' terns; and. research and new initiatives.
Each subgroup is tasked with maintaining cognizance of the Army activities
and needs within its functional area.

Membership
Members of the Army Science Board.
are elected according to their preeminence in the fields of science, technology engineering, testing, acquisition,
and management. They are affiliated
with organizations such as the National
Academy of Science, National Research
Council, and the National Academy of
Engineering.
Nominations for members are
received from both the government and
private sector. Member ar appointed
for 2-year terms and may serve up to
three can ecutive terms. Upon fU131
appOintment, board members are eligible to work up to 60 days during each
appointment year. Membership of the
Army Science Board is limited to no
more than 100,

Meetings

Shown conversing during the ASB semiannual general membership meeting at Fort Bragg are (left to right) Assistant Secretary ofthe Army (RD&A) Dr.
J. R. SCUlley, ASB Chairman Gilbert F. Decker, and Secretary of the Army
John O. Marsh Jr.
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Board members serving on ad hoc
subgroups meet periodicaUy during the
year at the call of the ad hoc SUbgroup
chair. In addition to meeting with their
respective subgroups, ASB member
gather twice a year, once in the spring
and once in the fall, for general membership meetings.
Held at various Army installations,
March-April 1988

dle general membership meetings provide a forwn de igned to further educate members in the workings of the
U.S. Army. TIle meetings are also used to
update the members on the year's
events.

Reports
The Army Sdence Board publishes
anywhere from five to lO reports per
fiscal year. Topics for tudy are solicited
from the senior Army leadership by the
assistant secretary who ultimately
d cides upon and approves the topics.
Once a study topic has been accepted, the executive secretary, chair, and
vice chair appoint appropriate board
members as an ad hoc subgroup for the
purpose of researclling the issue. The
sponsor of the study prOVides terms of
reference to guide the members in dleir
research.
Upon the completion of research, the
ubgroup publishes a report of it findings and recommendations. Recent
major studies completed by the board

include "Ughtening the Force," "Environment, Real and lnduced - A Force
Cost Orivet;" "WormationManagement
Concepts and Architecture," and 'i\rmy
Biological Defense Research Program."
Top priority is given to the implementation of Army Science Board
recommendations.
A senior Army official, working in
direct coordination with an ASB point·
of· contact, is assigned to oversee the
Army's implementation ofdlese recommendations. In addition to these ad hoc
subgroups, effectiveness reviews of
Army research and development organizations are also conducted. To date,
13 of the Army's laboratOries and
research, development and engineering
centers have undergone this process, to
include the Atmospheric Sciences laboratory, the Armament Research, Development and Engineering Center, and
the Engineer Topographic Laboratory.

Summary
The Army Science Board continues to

provide the Army's leadership with
timely reports regarding some of the
hard to tackle scientific and technical
matters that we face in the future. These
findings and recommendations often
provide the basis for major decisions in
the research development and acquisition area.
Additional information concerning
the Army Science Board can be
obtained by writing: Army Science
Board, Office, Assistant Secretary of the
Army (RDA), ATTN: SARD·ASB, Washington, DC 20310-0103.

COL RICHARD E ENTLICH is executive secretary of the Army Science
Boart~ Office of the AssistantSecretary
ofthe Armyfor Research, Development
and Acquisition. He graduated from
the Us. Military Academy in 1963 with
a B.S. degree in militaly engineering
and has an M.S. degree in applied
mathematics from the University Of
Missouri.

CERL Joins in
Cooperative R&D Agreement
TIle flIst cooperative research and development agree·
ment (CRDA) between an Illinois flIm and the U.S. Army
Construction Engineering Research Laboratory (CERL) was
signed late last year. Electronic Courseware Systems Inc.
(ECS) of Champaign, IL and CERL entered into the agreement
for the further development of CERL's TeaclJ.ing Assistant
Program. CERL Commander COL Norman Hintz and ECS
President David Peters signed the agreement at CERL.
CERL developed Teaching Assistant for training arelli tects
and engineers to use the automated drafting and design programs. The Teaching Assistant was developed to teach drafting concepts in a commercially available drafting progr.un
called AutoCAD. The users are monitored and feedback is
prOVided in case of expected errors or failure to try the
examples. It allows users to proceed at their own pace
according to individualized learning style .
The process of completing the lessons constitutes actual
practice with tbe AutoCAO system. Such lessons are designed
to provide an alternative to the traditional forms of instruction on procedural forms ofon-line training. The lessons have
been tested at various government and university test sites.
TIle CRDA is made possible under the Federal Technology
Transfer Act of 1986. This act directs federal departments and
agencies to improve the transfer of federally developed technology and technical information to dle marketplace. Commenting on the act, ECS President Peters said, "This
legislation enconrages publishing companies to develop
research technology as products, making them availahle to
March-April 1988

the private sector." The act allows federal laboratories to
collaborate with state and local governments, universities and
busines , particularly small bu lness, through cooperative
research and development agreements.
The CRDA is unique to the federal government because it
was developed WitJl computer software in mind ratJler than
patentable products. TIle CRDA will be llsed as a model for
future software CRDA's within the Corps of Engineers labs.
CERL advertised its requirements in the Commerce Bus;ness Daily. ECS Inc. was one ofa number of firms responding.
"ECS loc. has the educational background we were looking
for;" noted CEll Commander Hintz, "and, since they are a
local flIm, I'm confident this agreement will result in a mutually beneficial relationship."
According to Peters, "'nle quality of software developed by
CEll is excellent." He continued, "the systematic development and evaluation process used by the CERL staff dl1'ough
user testing has yielded a highly effective instruction package
for professional engineers and architects. ECS looks forward
to the opportunity ofpublishing tJlese high quality materials."
It specializes in tJle design and development of computerbased learning materials.
CERL is a U.S. Army Corps of Engineers researclliaboratory
located in Interstate Research Park on the northwest side of
Champaign, IL. TIle lab conducts research in support of the
construction, operations, and maintenance of more tJl;m 150
Army facilities worldwide.
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Computer·zed Monitoring
of Subsistence Quality
By CPT Anthony H. Kral
and Dr. Robert R. Zall
Introduction
The American soldier is probably the
best fed soldier in the world. From
"high-tech" field rations like the meal,
ready-to-eat and the tray pack, to
nutritious foods in the garrison dining
facility, enormous effort" and resources
have been expended to ensure the best
and highest quality food possible for our
soldiers.
While most quality control effort bas
been focused at the pOint of product
origin or manufacture, there is a need to
extend our oversight of product quality
into the torage and di tribution syst m. Quality loss in food products,
caused by temperature abu e during
storage and distribution, has been well
documented. For this reason, it is
important to know when subsistence
stocks have been thermally abused and
what effect such abu e has had on product quality.
During storage and distribution of
food, the military services mostly rely
all veterinary inspection and date-ofpack (OOP) stock rotations to monitor
conditions that keep food products consistent with high quality standards.
Unfortunately ellis system of "quality
a surance" is costly in terms of manpower and may not consiStentl), deliver
a high quality food product to the soldier. This situation exists because the
OOP stock rotation policy assumes that
all product lots, in a given stockpile,
have deteriorated at a uniform rate.
However, food products usually
encounter a variety of temperatures
during distribution.
Since quality deteriOration can be
directly relatcd to temperature, product Jots may actually be at varying level
of deterioration based on each lot's thermal exposure. The OOP stock rotation
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policy does not recognize storage differences and is unable to compensate
for these variations in product quality.
To account for this non-uniform deterioration, a device or mechanism which
monitors product quality, based on time
and tcmperature expo ure is useful and
needed. Ideally, this mechanism hould
allow product quali.ty to be used as a
criteria for stock rotation and should
require the same or better still, fewer
resources than the current system of
inspection.
A new system that claims to perform
many of tbe above mentioned functions
is the Lifelines Inventory Management
System, developed by lifelines Technology IDC. of Morris Plains, NJ. A study
conducted at Cornell University, in

l
o
GJ·

Figure 1. Hand-Held Microcomputer.
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cooperation Witll mUitary, educational
and commercial organizations, examined this system and evaluated its performance LlSing subsistence tock in
military distribution_ WhUe this was a
separate study, it was intended to complement work being done by the U.S.
Army Natick RDE Center on this and
other time-temperature indicating
systems.

System Description
The LifeUnes system can i ts of three
major components; an indicator label, a
portable, hand-held microcomputer
and an lliM POXT or compatible personal computer.
The indicator label consists of two
distinct type of bar codes. These codes
provide product specific information
and identify the type of indicator used
on the label. The OtllCr code contains
the time-temperature indicator; a polymer strip which irreversibly darkens
with accumulated time and temperature exposure. everal polymers have
been developed for use with a ariety of
products.
The portable, hand-held microcomputer with canning wand, Figure I,
reads the bar codes and measures tile
amount of light reflected from the polymer strip. As the strip darkens, tIle
reflectance reading decrea es. U ing
product quality information from laboratory shelf life tests, the microcomputer can be programmed to project shelf
life loss to date and estimates the
remaining shelf life of the labelled food
product. Previous studie at Cornell
University have demonstrated tbe
capability of the system to prcdict the
remaining shelf life of both scmiperishabIe and perishable foods.
March-April 1988

Information from the hand-held
microcomputer can be transferred from
distant warehou e to a central location
using the remote communications
capability of the sy tern. An ffiM PClXT
computer or compatible unit receive
the information and processes the data
using special inventory management
software. The oftware can provide
tl1emlal history reports of the prOduct,
as well as pick lists and shipping
sequences based on product quality.
Figure 2 illustrates how the system's
components work together in an actual
distribution environment. In short,
"LifeLines" is a systematic application of
some new technology which makes it
possible to rotate subsistence stocks
based on quality or remaining shelf life
rather than date of pack. Using a quality
based-issue policy instead of DOp, more
recently processed food products,
which had undergone stress during
tr.msit, could be re/e.tsed for u e allead
of older stocks, already in inventory,
which have a longer remaining shelf We.

Challenging The System
Our tudy challenged the new polymcr indicating system with (A) frozen
orange juice concentrate and (B) fresh
fruits and vegetable produce which
were procured from commercial uppliers for distribution to military dining
facilities and commissaries.
In ca e A, indicator labels were
applied to 1,200 cases of orange juice
concentrate immediately after the juice
wa proce ed. U ing the hand-held
microcompurer, indicator labels were
read at the processing plant and later at
key pOints in the storage and di tribution system. Indicator label data were
transmitted, in the field, using an acoustic coupler modem from both the processing plant and storage facility to an
IBM PC T computer maintained at
Cornell University.
In case B, indicator labels were
placed on several hundred cases offresh
produce. TIle produce was obtained by
government purchasing agents at the
Hunts Point Terminal Market in Bronx,
NY Labels were applied and read at the
terminal market and later as the produce moved through the distribution
network. Indicator information was
transmitted to Cornell University using
an automated, electronic modem.

Component Performance
The orange juice and produce exam·
inations allowed the authors to observe
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Figure 2. Integrating the Components of the Lifelines Inventory Management
System.

how well the lifeLines system components performed in the military's distribution environment. We found that
indicator labels adhered well to both
corrugated paperboard and wooden
shipping containers_ TIle labels proved
to be extremely durable, with only 19 of
the I 200 orange juice indicators being
damaged in distribution and all damage
occurring in areas where the hipping
container itself had been abused.
The hand·held microcomputer with
its optical scanning wand performed
well under a variety of environment
conditions; such as in a blast freezer,
storage freezer, refrigerated cooler and
loading docks. In most areas, a scanning
success rate of 90 percent was achieved.
TIlat is, nine out of 10 pas es of the
scanning wand re ulted in a successful
indicator reading. However, ice buildup and extreme cold (-20 F) interfered
with scanning operation in the blast
freezer.
Remote communications were successfully transmitted using both an
older-type acoustic coupler modem
and with a newer, more automated,
electronic modem. A drawback to dle
acoustic coupler was its susceptibility
to disruption by background noises and
its slow transmission speed (300 baud).
The electronic modem, on the other
hand, is four times faster (1,200 baud)
and is not as sensitive to background
disturbances. However; a newer modem
does require access to a telephone line
equipped with an R] I I modular plug.

Two special considerations in using
the system warrant mentioning. First,
the hand-held microcomputer is unable
to read indicator labels through hrillk
wrap used to contain pallet loads. Second, because indicators are active when
manufacmred, indicator labels, partiCUlarly those for frozen foods, need to be
maintained at low temperatur prior to
use or application.

Data Analysis
Data from the indicator labels
allowed us to track the average temperature and remaining shelf life of dle food
products. Table 1 provides a summary
ofdata from the orange juice ev.uuation.
Referring to Table 1 the percent of
reflectance value is the average indicator reading and represents the amount
oflight reflected from the polymer strip.
Based on the percent of reflectance
reading and the elapsed time, cumulative and intermediate kinetic average
temperatures (KAT) were calculated.
TIle cumulatiye KAT is dle average temperature that the concentrate has been
exposed to since the initial indicator
reading on day zero.
The intermediate KAT represents the
average temperature exposure of the
juice from point to point in the di tribution network. By way of example, the
cumulative KAT on day 39 of me test is
8.6 E This was the average temperature
dlat me concentrate had been exposed
to since it was processed. On the other
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hand, the intermediate KAT for day 39
wa a lightly lower 6.8 F, which was the
average temperature exposure of the
juice since day eight of the test.
TIle hand-held computer WdS able to
provide a direct readout of product
quality in the form of "remaining helf
life." Our hand-held unit was programmed to monitor orange juice concentrate with a shelf life of 52 weeks
when tored at 0 F. Higher temperarures
accelerate product deterioration and
reduce tile remaining helf life. For
example. the remaining shelf life of tile
orange juice at day 39, with an average
temperature expo ure of 8.6 F, was 39
weeks. Had the concentrate been
stored at 0 F, tile remaining shelf life
would have been 46 weeks. In effect,
seven weeks of shelf life was lost due to
tIlermal abuse.
All indicator readings, except for day
eight, decreased in value during the
course of tile study. TIle slight increase
in reflectance readings, between days
seven and eight, wa probably due to ice
build-up on the tip of tile scanning
wand. This ice build-up was noticed
while reading labels in the manufacturer' blast freezer, on day even, and
could have hindered the scanning
wand's ability to detect the indicator
trips full reflectance.
'The produce examination allowed us
to develop a temperarure profile of
fresh fruit and vegetable di tribution
(Table 2). Based 00 ilie cumulative and
intermediate KATs, we can ee iliat the
produce was exposed to ilie highest
storage temperatures while at the Hunts
Point Terminal Market and while
enroute to the storage facility. The
lowest temperature expo ures were
fouod at the commi ary.

TABLE 2.

TABLE 1.

DAYS

ORANGE JUICE TEST DATA

"REFLECTANCE

RAT "F I
CUIflJLATIVE

INTEIl!l£I)IATE

REMAINING
SBELF LIFE
(IlKS)

o

91.00
86.07
87.78
76.86

7

8
39

16.2

16.2

11.8

*
6.8

8.6

1

KAT'

•

TEMPERATURE COOLD NOT BE CALCULATED.

52
47
49
39

KINETIC AVERAGE TEl1FERATURE. REPRESENTS THE AVERAGE
TEMPERATURE A PRODUCT HAS BEEN EXPOSED TO DURING STORAGE
AND DISTRIBUTION.

PISTRIBUTION SCHEME

DAY 0-7,
DAY 7-8,
DAYS 8,39,

ORANGE JUICE STORED AT PROCESSING PLANT
ORANGE JUICE IN-TRAN IT TO STORAGE FACILITY
ORANGE JUICE MAINTAINED IN STORAGE FACILITY

Conclusions
While this study was limited in scope,
it demonstrate that a computerized,
polymer-base, time-temperature indicating system, similar to lifelines,
could possibly be used to monitor subsistence stocks in military distribution.
The remote communications capability
facilitates the management of widely
disbursed stocks from a central location. Indicator information can provide
distribution managers Willl enhanced
visibility over temperature control in
the distribution network. The quality
projection capability could allow the
rotation of stocks based on remaining
shelf life ratller than date of pack, with
the potential of providing food products
of higher and more consistent quality to
our soldiers.
Although iliis study used food products, one could speculate that tIlis tech-

nology might also be used for
munitions, chemicals, medical supplies
and other temperature sensitive
materiel.
CPT ANTHONYH. KRAL is a quartermaster officer put'suing an M.PS.
degree in food science at CorneLL University. He holds a 8.S in food science
from California Polytechnic State
University.

DR ROBERT R ZALL is a fuLL professor in tbe Department Of Food SCience at Cornell University. He holds a
8.S. and an M.S. from the University Of
Massachusetts and a Ph.D. from Cornell University.

FRESH FRUITS AND VEGETABLE PRODUCE TEST DATA

KAT OF

HOURS

" REFLECTANCE

CUI:lULATIVE

o

88.95
76.04
66.04
50.88

65.7
63.9
51. 3

12
25
108

INTERMEDIATE

65.7

62.1
43.5

DISTRIBUTION SCHEME
HOUR

0-12:

HOUR

12-25:

HOUR 25-108:
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PRODUCE AT 8UNTS POINT AND ENROUTE TO STORAGE
FACILITY
PRODUCE AT STORAGE FACILITY AND ENROUTE TO
COMMISSARY
PRODUCE STORED AT COMMISSARY
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-gh Temperature
Superconducto.rs
By MAJ Robert J. Bonometti
and 1LT Richard Benfer

Introduction.
On July 28, 1987, President Ronald
Reagan delivered the keynote address at
tbe Federal Conference on the Commercial Applications of Superconductivity. Speaking before an assemblage of
national leaders in science, engineering,
and corporate and entrepreneurial
technology management, the president
heralded "the breakthroughs in super·
conductivity [which) bring us to the
tlrreshold of a new age." The president
called upon his audience to lead the
United States to victory in the global
war currently underway to achieve
dominance in the emerging multi-billion dollar industry of high temperature
superconductor technologies.
To support this effort, Reagan
launched a "Superconducti ity Initiative" aimed at providing financial support and establishing the best environ-

ment for American business to achiel'e
success in the worldwide competitive
race to develop the technologies for
superconductor applications. A significant component of this initiative entails
suppor! for Department of Defense
sponsored research into potential miHtary applications of superconductors.
What are these new wonder materials
for modern science and what proper·
ties do they possess that make them so
special? Why did the di covery of high
temperature superconductivity win the
Nobel Prize in Physics in 1987? And
why has excitement about superconductors spread from tbe laboratory to
virtually every household in the nation
a the news media continuously keeps
the public abreast of the latest developments with front page articles and cover
stories?
In the following discussion, we will
examine what superconductivity is,

00

L.
Figure 1. Scattering of electrons in a normal metal produces resistance to
current flow.
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why the recent breakthroughs are so
important and so exciting, and why this
emerging technology is vitaUy important for future commercial and military
applications. In particular; we'll take a
look at what the Army is doing in this
new hi-tech area.

What is Superconductivity?
The electrical resistance of a normal
conductor (a metal) decreases as its
temperature is lowered, because the
thermal "jiggling" of the atoms· in. the
metalliC crystal lattice decreases. The
flowing electr('lns which constitute the
current are scattered (I.e. deflected) by
other electrons and by the jiggling
atoms with which they collide ( ee Figure 1). These atomic obstacles therefore resist the flow of current. One
might expect then that electrical
resistance would disappear only at
absolute zero or about -459 F when all
of the heat energy has been removed
and the atoms no longer vibrate in the
lattice.
Superconductivity is dIe absence of
any electrical resistance at temperatures above absolure zero. It is important to emphasize that the re istance is
not merely small, it is exactly zero. TIlt:
discovery of superconductivity dates
back to 1911, when tlle Dutch physicist
Kamerlingh Onnes found that the elec·
trical resistance of mercury vanished at
a temperature close to, but above, absolute zero. The temperature at which a
piece of material becomes superconducting is known as its transition temperature. In the years since 1911, many
other materials (metals, semiconductor ,and even insulators) have been discovered to exhlbi t the resistance-free
conduction of electricity at very low
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temperatures.
Although they are cientificaUy fascinating, applications of uperconductiviry have been limited by the very low
temperature which they require. From
discovery in 1911 to 1986, the highest
temperature at which the phenomenon
had been ob erved was only about 23
degrees above absolute zero_ In fact,
theory ugg ted that uperconductivity ould not exi t above about 30K
(The Kelvin temperature calc, with
temperature measure in degrees 1(, has
its zero point at absolute zero; room
temperature i about 300K and liquid
Nitrogen boils at a temperature of77K)
A fundamental tbeoretical understanding of superconductivity eluded
physicists for many yeat's. A successful
theory was finally formulated in the
early 1950 by Bardeen, Cooper, and
chrieffer, and came to be known a
"B TIl cory" after its founders. To pro·
duce a viable theory, these physicists
built their theory on the branch of mod·
ern physics known a quantum mechanics, whose laws govern the behavior of
micro copic systems such as electrons
in a lattice.
Although the mathematical details of
BC theory ar quite sophi ticated and
complex, the basic physical ideas are
fairly straightforward to under tand. If
ill of the electrons moving through a
lattice were travelling in the same direction with the ame ve!ociry, like soldiers
marching in formation, then collisions
would be prevented (see Figure 2). The
electrical re istance in a material would
then be zero_
Unfortunately, a fundamental law of
nature forbid ill electron from having
this "lock-step" behavior. This law
reqUire ill members of a certain dass
of elementary partiCles, known as fermions, to have differem velocitie if
th yare in the sanle system (i.e. in the
same crystal lattice). Electrons belong
to this dass of particles known as fermjons. Another class of elementary particles, known as bosons, are perm irted
to trJvel in "lock·step" formation.
If electrons could somehow pair·up
together, then the pairs would bel1ave a
bosons and re i tance-free flow could
occue The only problem is that electrons all have the same negative charge,
and like cbarges repel. So how could
electrons possibly pair together?
This problem was elucidated by a
very clever mechanism. A conduction
electron mo,'ing through a lattice of
po itive ions attracts ion as it pas es
nearby them. TIlis di tortion of the lat-
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Figure 2. Simplified illustration of paired electrons moving in lock-step
formation without resistance in a superconductor.
lice results in a tcmporar)' COllccntr,ltion of positive charge, which can then
attract ,mother electron. Two electrons
can thereby become coup,led together
via their mutual attraction to a positive
charge center in the lattice. It j this
coupling mechanism that produces
bound pairs of electron. TIlese bOund
pairs known as Cooper pairs, now constitute a system of bosons which can
form a super current.

Major Properties
In addition to re istance·free conduction of electricity, superconductOr
di pLay another very important property. A superconductor expels a magnetic field from its interior. uperconductOrs are able to behave thi way
because of the ba ic interaction
between a changing magnetic field and
charged particles. In the presence of a
changing magnetic field, a charged particle, uch as an electron, experien es a
force (this fact of natur is known as
Faradays's Law). When a piece of mate·
rial i brought into the region where a
magnetiC field exists, that material
"seeS" a c1langing magnetic field environment (i.e. it sees the field increasing
from zero strength up to its full
inten ity).
The electron in both normal conductors (metals) and superconductors
are accelerated by the changing magnetic field which they experience. However, the flOWing electrons in the
normal conductor are quickly decelerated to rest by colli ioos, their kinetic
energie being converted to heal. The
electrons in the superconductor, on the
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other band, are not scattered an.d they
form a persistent current whidl flows
near the surface of th.e superconducti ng
material.
A flowing electron current produce
a magnetiC field (thi i a man.ifestation
of Ampere's Law), as anyone who has
operated an electromagnet know. The
persistent electron current in the superconductor therefore generates a magnetic field, and this field canceis the
external magnetic field in the interior of
the superconducting material.
This ability to shield its interior from
an external magnetic field is possible
only up to an upper limit called the
critical Held. For external magnetic
fields which ex eed the critical field,
the superconductor is una1lle to expel
the field, and, in fa t, the superconducting state is destroyed. In other words,
wben placed in a sufficiently trong
magnetiC field, a superconductor
returns to its nonnal state.
Since a current generates a magnetic
field, and since a sufficiently trong
magnetic field destroy uperconductivity, one might well a k: "How large a
current can a superconductor carry
before it destroys its superconduering
abiJiry?" TIlj i an impOrtant question,
since one of the major propenie of
superconductors for technological
applications is their ability to carr)'
large currents. The maxinlum limiting
current is known as the critical current.
Exceeding a superconductor' critical
current could be quite catastrophic
since the return to the normal tate produces large re titiv heating which can
damage the material.
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Figure 3. A magnet floating above a superconducting disc. Photo courtesy of '
J. Marzik.

Utility of Superconductor
Properties
We have seen that the three basic
characteristics of a superconductor are
its ability to carry an electric current
without resi rance, its ability to exclude
a magnetic field from it interior, and its
ability to carry very large currents up to
the critical current. Let's examine some
of the general types of applications
which stem from these basic properties.
Later, we will discuss specific applications in greater detail.
The resistance-free conduction of
electricity allows uperconductors to
carry electric power efficiently and economically, since loss of electric power
to heat is drcumvented. Thus, both the
tran port and u e of electric power in
devices ( ucll as motors) could be performed more efficiently by superconductors than by normal conductors.
The ability of superconductors to
carry currents without generating heat
also has important implications for
microelectronics, particularly computer systems, where many electronic
components are packaged tightly
together. Systems could be designed to
be denser, and hence faster, if superconductors were incorporated in their
archi tecture.
The ability of a superconductor to
exclude a magnetic fIeld from its interior also has interesting ramifications
for applications. The magnetiC field
which the superconductor generates in
March-April 1988

the pre ence of an external field
opposes that external field. These
opposing fields push against one
another, resulting in equal and oppOSite
forces on both the superconductor
material and the source of the external
magnetic field. These repulsive forces
can be large enough to overcome the
pull of gravity, resulting in magnetic levitation. This phenomenon has been
popularized in "floating magnet" demo
onstrations in which a small, powerfi.ll
magnet is observed to float above a
superconducror (see Figure 3). Perhaps
the best known application of using
superconductors is tl,e proposal for a
high speed magnetically levitated train,
which the Japanese are interested in
building.
The ability of a superconductor to
carry very high currents and consequently generate very high magnet.ic
fields leads to a host of important
applications, including magnetic propulsion (again based on the repulsive
force between opposing magnetiC
fields). An important application of
magnetic pJOpuJsion, which we will
address shortly, is the electromagnetic
rail gun.

On the Pioneering Frontier
As we noted, superconductivity theory had predicted that the highest
transition temperatures achievable (at
atmospheric pressure) could not
exceed about 30 K. At high pressure, it

was expect d that higher transition
temperatures might exist, but c1eady
elevating the transition temperature by
putting the superconductor under
enormous pressure was not a desirable
approach for technological applica·
tions. In any event, researcher (includ·
ing a few A>my scientist) had been
studying uperconductivity at high
pressures. Dramatic progress resulted
when researchers realized that the arne
internal effect on a crystal lattice pro·
duced by high pressure could be produced by appropriately tailoring the
lattice itself In other words, a su itabl y
designed crystal stm ture might yield a
high tran ition temperature even at normal atmospheric pres ure.
These ideas were successfully imple·
mented by IBM scientists in Zu.rich. The
team of Bednorz and Muller discovered
that the ceramic oxide La2-xBaxCu04
(Lanthanum Barium Copper Oxide)
had a transition temperature over 30 K.
So important was their discovery, that
superconductivity did exist above 30 K
that Bednorz and Muller received the
1987 Nobel Prize in Physics for their
work.
Shortly after the iBM tearns exciting
breaktlll"ough, a team headed bl' Paul
Chu of the University of Houston dis·
covered a transition temperature more
that twice as high. Chu and collaborators found that the ceramic oxide
YBa2Cu30x had a transition temperature of 93 K. This discovery electrified
the physics and material sciences com·
munitie not only beC<1lISe of the enormous jump in elevating transition
temperature, but also because it opened
an entirely new dimension for uperconductor application .
Since the YBa2Cu30x material had a
transition temperature above the boil·
ing point of liquid Nitrogen the
expense and compleXity of liquid
Helium refrigeration systems would no
longer be required ro reach tl,e realm of
superconductivity Perhaps even more
important than Chu's di covery itself
was the optimism and excitement
which it infu ed illto the cientific community. For tl,e fIrst time, people were
talking in a serious fashion about the
potential for room temperature superconductors and the panorama of technological applications which it would
make possible.
The materials which displayed these
incredible properties are them elves a
matter of great interest. First of all they
are ceramics, which most people probably think of in terms of dinnerware and
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in ulators! Secondly, their preparation
required rather straightforward, imple
materials processing technique.
(Indeed, given the necessary chemicals,
a high temperature superconductor can
be made in a ceramics hobby shop!)
Figure 4 illustrates the complex crystal
structure of the YBa2Cu30x superconductor:
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Further Research
Despite the exciting and dramatic
breakthroughs, much further research
need to be done to understand the
phy ical mechanisms responsible for
high temperature superconductivity. A
sound theoretical understanding of the
physics underlying the phenomenon
will hopefully lead to development of
the capability to tailor material properties and. in particular, to produce new
materials with even higher transition
temperatures.
TIleorists are currently hard at work
attempting to understand the physical
basis for high temperature superconductivity. TIle basic framework of BCS
theory i expected to remain intact;
however, the mechanism which mediates the pairing of electrons can no
longer be lattice vibrations. Rather, current effort are examining exotic novel
mechanism to mediate the coupling
interaction, ucb as excirons. plasmon •
and antiferromagnetic spin fluctuation.
In addition to these efforts to understand the phenomenon, other research
t!lrusts are focu ed on materials science
is ue . Proces ing techniques will
enable scientists to control the crystal
structure and hence to control parameters ucb as transition temperature and
critical current limit. Developing techniques to prepare me ceramic superconductors in forms such as wire •bulk
single crystal olid, and thin film , is
critical to the ultimate incorporation of
high temperature superconductors into
u eful applications.
Ceramic materials are brittle and are
not easily drawn into wir s, and this
manufacturing capability i important
for many device implementations.
Another key problem area concerns
present inability to grow single crystal
pieces of ceramic superconductors.
Preparation of ingle crystal thin films is
important for me design and fabrication
of microelectronic devices which
incorporate uperconductors. Dramatic developments are required in
material processing technologies to be
able to fabricate hybrid micro-
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Figure 4. The crystal structure of the
ceramic superconductor YBa 2 -

CusO".

electronic device~ wblch pa kage both
semiconductor elements and superconductor elements on the same integrated
circuit chip. ew concepts are needed
because the high temperatures
reqUired to proce the ceramic superconductor elements will destroy the
emiconductor material.
Material scientists must also resolve
stability problems if the new ceramic
superconductors are to be utilized in
practical application . Problem area
include breakdown of tile material
structure after prolonged expo ure to
the atmosphere.
We next turn our attention to current
efforts aimed at producing useful
applications for the new superconductors.

Commercial and Military
Applications
Altbough mey have been around for
quite some time now, applications of
superconductors bave been limited by
the extrCOlely low temperatures previously required to reach me superconducting domain. The recent breakthroughs inlply that previous superconductor applications can now be
implemented in a sinlpler and less
expensive matlller using liquid nitrogen
refrigeration systems. Furtllermore, if
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(and hopefuJJy when) room temperature superconducting materials are
developed, the list of superconductor
applications will multiply drastically
ince no refrigeration systems would be
required at all.
We hould note mat temperatures in
space are below t\le transition temperatures of the new ceramic superconductors. Therefore, the e material may
have great impact on satellite and spacebased systems in me relatively nearterm future. In particular, uperconductors may playa key role in tile development of a space-based trategic
defensive sy tern.
We can categorize application into
three general classifications, based on
whether me size of the superconductor
is mall, medium, or large scale. TIle
first major application area which we
examine is the domain of microelectronics. Superconductive "wiring"
between circuit elements packaged in
integrated circuit chips would reduce
heat dissipation and enhance circuit
speed.
A superconducting microelectronic
device known as aJo ephson junction,
displays properties similar to those of a
transistor. The Josephson junction consists of two min wafers ofsuperconducting material separated by a tllin region
of normal conductor (other basic
designs are possible also). TIlls device
has important potential for application
as logic elements in computer circuits
because it can function as a switch
between two different tates. Tbese
states. or modes of conduction, are distingui hed by me presence or ab ence
of a tunneling super current throngh
me thin "barrier" of normal condUCtor.
These states can be controlled by varying the amount of current t1uough the
junction or by varying a magnetic field
around the junction.
The major advantages afforded by
mese superconducting devices over
more conventional semiconductorbased logic elements are their low heat
dissipation and their high switching
speeds (roughly 10 times faster than the
fastest conventional emiconductor
switches). Very low power consumption implies the potential for very dense
packaging of superconducting circuit
elements into integrated circuits, which
in turn implies faster computers since
signal tranSit time between components can be minimized.
Jo epbson junctions at very low temperature have already been u ed in
electronic circuitry, and the recently
March-April 1988

-Figure 5_ A Josephson junction (left) can be utilized in a SQUID (center) to
yield high magnetic sensitivity for the detection of mines (right).
discovered materials will reduce the
expense and sophistication required for
their implementation.
Room temperature josephson junction devices would have a dramatic
impact on both commercial and military computer systems. Expert talk
suggestively about the achievement of
computer power equivalent to today's
mainframes but packaged in systems
about the size of current personal computers, operating without any need for
refrigeration. Clearly, the strategic significance of such capabilities are enormous, with impact on avionics and
vetronics, "smart" munitions, communications systems, C31 and administrative/logistical computer systems, and
many many others. Indeed, the computing power required for battle management of a diverse strategic defense
initiative (SOl) architecture may be
realized
by
superconducting
supercomputers.
josephson juncrions can perform
odler electronic functions in addition
to their digital circuit applications.
TIldr ability to function as oscillators
generating high frequency signals make
them suitable candidates for millimeter
and submillimerer wave electronic circuitry. The mili rary's interest in cummunication and radar systems operating in
this high frequency domain make superconducting electronics an exciting
research frontier widl great technological potential.
Anodler important property of dle
josephson junction is its very high sensitivity to magneric fields_ Sensitivity to
changes in magnetic flux can be
enhanced by forming a superconducting loop which links two Josephson
junctions. Such a device is known as a
" QUID" (Superconducting Quantum
March-April 1988

Interference Device) or (less poetically) as a Josephson interferometer.
The junction's exceptional characteristics make it a highly sensirive sensor of electromagnetic radiation. Such
sensors are valuable devices in fields as
diverse as medical diagnostics (in
Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Tomography and Nuclear Magnetic Imaging Systems); physics, geophysical, and radiosatronomical research; and medical
researdl (magnetically mapping brain
activity). Military applications include
potential lise of jo ephson junction
devices in microwave and infrared
detectors (such as for sensors in an SOl
system) and in the derection of mines
and submarines (see Figure 5).
By combining the high sensitivity of
SQUIDs and the magnetic shielding ability of a room made of superconducting
material, extremely faint magnetic Signals can be studied. One fascinating

application in thi area is the investigation of signals in the brain itself; thus,
superconductors may playa vital role in
helping man understand the complex
workings of the human mind.
Medium scale applications include
incorporation of superconductors into
compact electric motors and generators. The primary advantages to be realized are greater energy efficiency and
higher current handling capacity.
Another medium scale application
involves use of superconductors to perform magnetic separation of different
materials, such as in the processing of
ores.
Large scale applications of superconductors include electric power generation, storage, and transmission, and the
production of higb strength magnetiC
fields. The ability to carey huge currents
without heat dis ipation make superconducting magnets far more advantageous than conventional magnets. High
magnetic field applications include the
potential use of superconducting magnets in the Superconducting Super Collider (the SSC, a multi-biUion dollar
high-energy physics research facility)
and in the creation of intense magnetic
fields neces aey to confine plasmas at
enormous temperatures in fu ion
reactors.
One large scale military application is
tile electromagnetic rail gun, which can
use superconducting magnets to generate the high fields necessary to propel a
projectile at very high velocity. uch a
device is under study as a possible component in a strategic defense system,
and the Army is interested in the potential development of suffiCiently com-
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Figure 6. Superconductors in a Notional Armor System.
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pact rail guns for fielding in armored
vehicles. Particle beam weapon and the
free electron laser can also benefit from
high magnetic field tedlnology.
The magnetically levitated train will
requirc superconducting magnets, and
the military may be interested in tactically deployable "maglev track" systems for heavy load transport at
logistical and maintenance field facilitie . Indeed, there is even the pro pect
of magnetically levitating tank turrets to
achieve fast sLewing rates. Figure 6 illustrates a number of superconductor
applications which might be incorporated into future tanks.
Mo t all of the applications we have
cited are extrapolations of "old" ideas
for using superconductors; they merely
replace the previous low temperature
uperconductor witb the new high
temperature materials. It is probably
safe to say that many exciting concepts
for novel superconductor applications
have yet to be conceived.

The Armys Players
Several laboratories of the U.S. Army
Laboratory Command are involved in
research related to developing and
understanding the new ceramic uperconducting materials and incorporating
them into future Army sy tern .
A key player in the Army's development of uperconducting material is
the Matcrials Technology Laboratory
(MTL) in Watertown, MA. The MTL
research effort focuses on the synthesis,
processing and characterization of high
temperature superconductors_ The
Materials cience Branch is currently
synthesiZing materials in both the
Nickel and Copper systems. The
Ceramics Branch effort centers on processing technology, including crystal
growth, hot pressing, and tl1in film dcposition. Work investigating optical properties and new mechanisms for
superconductivity is also in progress.
Research related to applying tllis new
technology in future Army systems is
being conducted at the Electronics
Technology and Devices Laboratory
(ETDL), Fort Monmouth, NJ, and at the
Harry Diamond Laboratory (HDL),Adelplli, MD. The first applications of the
new ceramic superconductors are
expected to be in the area of microelectronics, and ETDL is already studying device applications such as high
precision tuning elements; millinleter
wave infrared, and optical sensors; and
portable generators. HOL is also at work
in the areas of theory, microwave prop28

erties, and radiation susceptibility.
Other agencies within DA and DOD
are pursuing research efforts into uperconductiVity and its potential applications. In particular, the Army's Strategic
Defense Command and the Army
Research Office are actively working to
study thi new tecbnology and to
pioneer militarily useful application _
These variou organizations, by working together, can exploit many synergies in their joint venture to develop
superconductor technology for defense
applications.

Summary
The past year ha
een major
advances and great e.xcitement in me
science of superconductivity, but it will
require many further advances to realize the great potential which this technology promises_
The race towards room temperature
superconductors is underway. Recent
experimental results suggest that this
goal may be achievable, since transicnt
signs of superconductor-Likc behavior
at (and above) .room temperature havc
already been observed in the laboratory.

As with other infant technologies
(such as the transi tor and the laser),
many important applications of uperconductor tedmology may not yet even
be conceptualized. Indeed, as members
of the Army' research, development
and acqui Won community, we bould
all strive to better understand this new
technology and to contribute to the
development of new concept for it
application_

MAl ROBERT j. BONOMETTI is all
associate professor in tbe Department
ofPbysics at the Us. M ilitalyAcademy
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at Massachusetts Instill/te Of Teclmology in 1985 and balds an MB.A from
C w: Post/Long Island Ullil'ersity
lLT RICHARD BE FER is an R&D
off/cel' in. the Ceramics Emncb at the
Us. Anny Materials Technology Laboratory. He holds bachelor's and master's degrees in materials science
enginee1"ingjl'Ot/1 Massacbusetts Institute of Technology.

Army Leadership
Discusses International
Armaments Cooperation
The eilior Army leadership mer on Dec. 17, J987, at Headquarters, U. . Army
Materiel Command to discus international armaments cooperation with representatives from 05D, our allies and U.. indu try_
The changes in global relationship coupled with shrinking military budgets, both
here and abroad, have given new irnpetu to the need for collaboration in armaments
development between the .. Army and our allies. a D representatives stated that
international armaments cooperation is growing and i evident in almo t every
aspect of our materiel modernization program.
Our allies discussed the need for continued growth in our cooperative effort if we
are to deploy technologicall advanced systems at their lowest cost. Armaments
cooperation i seen as fundamental to strengthening our alliance. The .S. indu try
representative focused on industry awareness of the improved ted1l1010gie available from our allies, me nced to meet our nationa.l seclirity rcqui.rements from a
broad.er base, and the advantages to U.S. industry re ulting from cooperation with
overseas businesses.
The conferees ere chaU aged to seek innovative and better ways to take advantage of our allies' research and development efforts and to look at them as a means of
keeping pace with our moderniz,ltion requirements_
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MANPRINT Implementation
in the Materiel Acquisition
Process
By Warren Theis

The need to consider the soldier in
the total system definition has always
been a requirement in the Army. During
the early 1980s, senior Army leadership
determined that the Materiel Acquisition Decision Process (MADP) should
include a greater emphasis on the soldier's performance and reliability capa·
bilities. This emphasis became known
as the Manpower and Per onnel Integra·
tion (MANPRINT) concept in the Army.
The Army has defined MANPRJNT to
include ix distinct functional domains:
Human Factors Engineering (fiFE),
Healtb Hazards, System Safety, Manpower, Personnel and Training. Because
these domains cut across many Army
organizational responsibilities, MAN·
PIUNT requires an integrated effort by
the materiel developer - the Army
Materiel Command (AMC), and the
combat developer - the Training and

Doctrine Command (TRADOC). Over·
all leadership is proVided by the Office,

Deputy Chief of Staff fOr Personnel
(ODCSPER) at HQ Department of the
Army.
TIle recent thrust of MANPlUNT is to
implement it into the MADp, which
requires a [Otal Army and industry
effort. -nlis article focuse on the role
AMC has played in policy formulation
and field implementat.ion. Particular
attention is devoted to the treatment of
MANPRlNT in source selection.
Policy Formulation. A new Army
Regulation AR 602-2, MANPRJNT in
Materiel Acquisition Process, has been
in effect since April 1987. AMC play a
major role in preparation and coordina·
tion of regulations, circulars pam·
phlets, primers, guides and handbooks
that over the "how to do" actions of
MANPRINT implementation into the
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MADP. Many of these documents are
under revision based on recommenda·
tions from field elements and actual
implementation experience. Suffice it
to say, the basic policy i in place.
Field Implementation. It is clear
that MANPRINT is starting to take hold
throughout the materiel acquisition
process. TIle conclusion is supported
by the appearance of MANPRl T considerations in requirements documents,
soLdier-in-the-loop testing, concerns
being raised at decision reviews and
MANPIU T evaluation criteria in the
source selection process.
With increasing frequency we see
that MANPRI T is being properly
addre sed in sl' tern and development
specifications, in Staternenrs of Work
(SOW), in the election of Data Item
Description and as sou rce selection
evaluation criteria. MANJ'RJNT is also
being highlighted in the Executive Summary of Requests for Proposal (RFP) to
make clear to the chief executive
officers dlat MANPRINT counts.
MANPRINT i howing up more ,md
more a a di criminator in program
deci ions, determining if nondevelopmental item (NDI) acquisition tnltegie are viable, and is being vigorou 11'
pursued during contract execution.
MANPIUNT e;"perts have been working
with thdr industry counterpans in
assuring a sound MANPRINT m:U1agement and engineering process has been
integrated into the developmental
effort. The key AMC individual that
make it happen are the MAN PRINT
advocates (previOUSly known a managers) located at each major subordinate
command and tbeir counterparts
within program management offices
and indu try.
AMC efforts to expand MANPRJNT
awareness have resulted in bimonthly
video conferences, road show briefings
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to AMC commanders, a CG AMC sponsored seminar to AMC commanders/
senior managers (Dec_ 16, 1987), CG
AMC briefings to industry at Atlanta
Conferences and participation of senior
AMC personnel at Army-industry MANPRINT roundtable meetings, and published articles in appropriate journals. It
is clearly e sential to havetrong sponorsWp from high level Army leadership
in implementing MANPRlNI
Formal MANPRJNT training has been
completed by hundreds ofAMC person·
nel at all levels from general officer/
Senior Executive Service (GO/SES) to
action officer level. AMC has participated heaVily in the Army approved
MANPRINT senior officer, mid manager
and action officer level courses. The
MANPRINT advocates at the major subordinate commands have also span·
sored and personally provided local
training to their personnel and collocated PM personnel. We have found the
greatest hortcoming for training in
AMC has been the lack of on·site train·
ing for large numbers of AMC per onnel AMC is working with TRADOC to
expand the number of Army approved
cour es and is investigating an in-house
capability for a 011.- ite AMC MANPRINT
training program through the Army
Logistics Management College.
A long term goal is to build an inhou e government capability to meet
the AMC need for training. Progress
toward this goal is dependent upon the
outcome and uccess achieved in the
Army MANPRI T Senior Training
COllf e. AMC has already accomplished
considerable training as hown in Table
1.

TIle asterisk in Table J denotes that
the General Officer/Senior Executive
Service (GO/SES) and mid-managers
courses were merged effective FY88
and called the MANPRJNT SCnior Training Course (one week).l1lis course and
the MANPRJ T taff Officers Course
(three weeks) are also open to a.ny
industry personnel. They are both
highly recommend d, particularly for
contractor actively engaged in weapon
system design, development and acquiilion. Course information i available
from the Soldier Support CenterNational Capital Hegion, W Ashley or
GT Usher at Area Code 202-325-3706.
Typical MANPRINT executiOn/compliance activities include:
• Utilization oJ the Maleriel Acqu.i.
sition Review BOal'd (MARB). MAnB
are held at the major subordinate com·
mand sites as the weapon systems proceed to d cision mile tone reviews.
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TOTAL THRU

FY8?

FY88

(Personnel Attended)

78

GO/SES (1 day)

~13*

13~

Mid-Manager (I wk)
Staff Officers (3 wk)

103

6

Local Special Training

130

o

AMC MANPRINT Seminar

85
Table 1.

The purpose is to review program and
documentation to ensure the ~l'stem is
ready for senior Army decision review.
The MARB reviews, which apply to
major and non·major systems :lI1d for
Program Executive Office (PEO) program , arc normally co-chaired by the
MSC commander and the PEOIPM. The
deputy commanding general for
research, development and acquisition
at HQ AMC recently challenged the
MSC cOlllmanders to be certain MANPRJNT considerations are given full visibility at the MAJl.Bs.
• AMC experts working hand-inhand with the TRADOC·cbaired MANPRINT}oi7'ltWorking Group (M}WG).
The MJ\,(/G identifies tasks and documents the overall MANPRINT plan for
the system in the System MANPRINT
Management Plan (SMMP). The fact
that the MJWG normally develop the
SMMP in parallel with the requirements
documents ensure MANPRlNT constraints are recognized early.
• MANPRINT evaluations as a part
oJ the Independenl Resea1'cb and
Developm.ent project evaluation pro·
cess at the AMC major subordinate
commands as welt as leclmica4 cosl
a11d other criteria.
• TbeAMC lestcommun.ity, Testand
Evaluation Command (TECOM) and
Anny Maleriel Syslems Analysis Activity (AMSAA) to ensure MANPRlNf considerations are incol1Jo1"aled in technical testing, independent evaluation
repOl'lslplans, alld lest design jJlans as
well as coordinating with Ibe user lesting community. TECOM and AMSAA
both use the ReqUired Operational
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Capability, Test Evaluation Master Plan,
SMMp, and Integrated Logistic SuppOrt
Plan as appropriate data ources to
develop the various test plans and
repons. AM AA upports MANPRLNT
by providing representatives to serve on
the MJ,wG, Source Selection Evaluation
Board (SSEB), Integrated Logistic Support Management Team, Te t Integration Working Group, Logi tics Support
AnalysislLog Support Analysis Record
Reviews, RAM scoring conferences and
system design reviews.
• A MANPRINT data base, currently
in final stages of development by Ihe
Materiel Readiness SUjJjJort Activity.
The centralized data ba c will contain
weapon s ' tern data. from ead1 domain
of MANPRJNI Users 5uch as the PEO/
PM, AMC, and TRADOC and indu try
will use data for conducting Hardware
and Manpower Analyses, Human Factors Engineering Analysis CHFEA) and
other front-end analy -e required for
major decision re jews. The data base i
planned to be operational by September
1988 for 93 weapon systems. Data for
the e 93 systems will be applicabl to
similar follo -on systems.
TWs topic call for special attention
due to the importance of communicating MANPRJNT concerns in RFPs to
industry. While this topic has been con·
troversial in. the past, HQDA and AMC
worked together to ettle tbe issue
which culminated in Army policy guidan e c tab Ii hed by the wlder secretary
of the Armj'.
AMC's policj' is that MANPRINT
should be considered in all procli rement ; i.e., major and non-major system,
March-April 1988

developmental and nondevelopmental
items, competitive and non-competitive procurements. As the CG AMC preViously stated, "Each system inherently
has a unique level ofMANPRINT consideration, ranging from very little to considerable. DoMANPRlNT whenever we
stand to gain something from it and we
can afford to pay for that something."
MANPRlNT is being incorporated
into th source s lection process using
the foundation policy guidance stated
in the under secretary of the Army meso
sage ofJune 16,1987 on tlle subject of
Policy for MANPRINT in Source Selection for Major Systems and Designated
Acquisition Programs. The message
described the treatment of MANPRlNT
in the solicitation (specification and
statement-of-work), evaluation criteria,
structure of the Source Selection Evaluation Board, evaluation report and
exceptions to policy.
AMC has interpreted the key theme of
the under secretary's guidance to be
"integration" and "increased visibility."
Integration. The evaluation of MANPRINT ctiteria is structured so that
MANPRlNT considerations are
included as elements, factors or subfactors in each and every area of proposal evaluation as appropriate to the
acquiSition.
Increased ViSibility. This will be
achieved by:
• Assuring that the SSEB shall prepare an integrated assessment of how
MANPRINT was addressed in all evalua-

INCREASED
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Figure 2.

tion areas and proVide it to tlle Source
Selection Authority (SSA).
• Structuring the SSEB to establish
and maintain MANPRlNT visibility.
• Making MANPRlNT an entity at
first level of organization.
A notional example of AMC's interpretation of the under secreLuy's theme
is shown in Figure 1.
AMC' interpretation is being incorporated into contractual policy requirements by an Army Federal Acquisition
Regulation Supplement to be issued
soon. We believe this language and
interpretation gives MANPRlNT vis-
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ibiHty equal to that of any other evaluation area level criteria without legislating a precise approach. It clarifies how
MANPRlNT can be considered an entity
and also a subset of other evaluation
areas without double weighting the
same aspect in the evaluation. Recem
application of this policy approach has
been accomplished in tlle Forward Area
Air Defense Line-of-Sight, Forward
Heavy source selection evaluation criteria (Fig 2)
AMC pamphlet 715-3, The Source
Selection Process, Vol I & II provides an
excellent de -eription of the ouree
selection process and procedures. An
example shown in AMCP 715-3 Volume
I, Appendix I, pages 84-90, describes a
typical application of the integration of
MANPRINT as an evaluation criteria
across appropriate levels of evaluation
in consonance with the under secretary
of the Army policy (see Fig. 3). MANPRINT considerations are included
within the area level criteria of operational suitability, logistics, technical,
and cost.
AnOtllet way that has also proven to
be successful is for the Source Selection
Authority (SSA) to establish MANPRINT
as a separate area level evaluation criteria and remain within the above policy
guidance. Care should be taken to
ensure double weighting of common
MANPRlNT, Technical, ILS, or other
considerations does not occur.
Paragraph 4-t3a in Volume I of AMC
Pamphlet 715-3 states that "When any
criteria is so critical to system performance that it is of overriding importance it should be split up, with the
approval of me Source Selection Advi-
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sory Council (SSAC) and the A, and its
detailed treatment e tablished sepa("dtely so there can be no que tion of
how it will be evaluated at any level of
evaluation." This can be interpreted as
allowing MAN PRINT to be evaluated
separately at the area level.
AMC has also publisbed a "bow to"
P'dillphlet, AMCP 602-1, to translate
MANPRI T considerations from the
requirements documents to the
Request -for-Propo al. The currently
published AMCP 602-1 deal with goverrunent developed systems. Another
Pamphlet, AMCP 602-2, for nondevelopmental item i' under preparation and is expected to be publi hed by
April 88. Both are being referenced in
the Army MANPRlNT training cour es.
Copies are available from HQ AMC,
AMCDE-PQ.
This article provides a brief indIca-

tion of the scope and breadth of AMCs
MANPRINT implementation effort.
There are numerous other imporL1nt
efforts within AMC major subordinate
commands and organizations not discussed in this article. These efforts may
be addres ed in future publications.
In dosing, HQ AMC's implementation
efforts in the future will focus and
empha ize communication, policy
updating, MANPRlNT training, participation in the MANPIUNT joint Working Group, MANPRINT evaluation of
Independent Research and Development projects, testing, and invo] cment
of MANPRINT in 'the procurement and
source selection proces . Proactive
incorporation ofMANPRI T considerations in the requirements, design, solicitation, source selection and testing
processes must continue to be emphaized in the field by the major subordi-

nate commands, PEOfPMs, TRADOC
school and industry. 111is wiJl result in
"Soldier and Unit Performance Enhancement" which is one of five key operational capabilities identified by tbe
Army.

WARREN TNEIS is a general engineer
in the Office, Deputy Cbief of Staff,
Developmen~ Engineering and Acquisition, HQ Army Materiel Command
He has an M5. in engineeringjrom the
University of Michigan and a B.S. in
engineering}i-om San Diego tale Univet'Silyand is a 7'egistered jJ1'Ofessionai
engineer in JJ1icbigan. He is also a
graduate of tbe Program Mane/gers
Course, Defense Systems Management
College.

Belvoir Works on
Close Combat Decoys
The U.S. Army BelVOir Research, Development and
Engineering Center is currently working on a series of multispectral dose combat decoys that very closely replicate various wellpon systems. The decoys consist of a paimed fabric
skin stretched over a collapsible frame. In operation, the
decoys can be used to draw enemy fife which enables our
force to counterattack.
Other decoys will mimic vehicles and equipmellt common
to logistics operations and field command post. TIley wiU
give a false picUlre of our intentions in order to delay and
di rupt enemy intelligence.
The centCI' is also working widl the Army's Comnmnication -Ele tronics Command, dle Mis He Command and the
Laboratory Command on an integrated program to stud the
complete spectrum of tlueat sensors and deception.
During the past year, the center has evaluated system
ranging from simple billboard tank decoy to complex communications systems. These evaluation were 0 u ces ful
that the Army has directed immediate limited acquisition and
fielding of four decoy systems. Projected fielding of tllese
systems is to be completed within two years.
Decoys and battlefield deception are becoming an
increasingly important part of the center's cOllnter urveiJ.Iance and deception program. However, camouflage,
which is also a prominent factor in preventing dle enemy
from knowing our intentions, i til center's second major
thrust area widl this project.
A new three-color camouflage pattern is being developed
to replace the four-color pattern in u e since 1974. TIlis new
system psychologicaUy disrupts the image' shape and perimeters to the viewers eye. Broad bands of black are lIsed to
break up the straight lines and sharp corners that make a manmade Object stand out from its more irregular natural
surroundings.
Converting to tlle new three-color pattern is a major
undertaking. The tran ilion's difficulty is ea ed by the center's
use of computer technology wllich creates the new camouflage designs in a fraction of dle conventional drafting time.
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The computer y tem can create cale drawings and develop
camouflage patterns for specific pieces of equipment using a
simple photogmph as a reference.
When the camouflage pattcrns are designed they are
painted onto equipment with pedal coating resistant to
chemical warfare agents. These agents must also meet EPA
environmental standards. Eventually, Army camouflage
experts hope to combine the computerized pattern production technique with robotic technology to automatically
paint equipment.
In addition to di cuptiv -paint patterns, camouflage nets
have also been designed to conceal Army vehicles and equipment. Their ver atile, flexible form allows everal nets to be
joined together forming L1ilor-made nets for concealing large
or irregularly shaped eqUipment or for their individual use.
Special radar reflecting materials built into the net fabric
provide additional protection.
Camouflage nets can be used for equipment of very large or
small dinlensiol1s and bave also been designed to protect the
Army's mo t valuable resource - its soldiers. A five by sevenfoot ver ion of the larger nets was developed at tbe request of
the 9th Infantry Division and the Army Development and
Employment Agency to protect individual soldier in the
field. TIlese nets may be folded to pocket size for carrying
case. Individual nets are used to conceal fighting position or
weapon emplacements. Recent te ting of the individual nets
was very successful in Korea and other oversea locations.
TIlese high-tech developments are made possible by the
center's advanced facilities. TIle center's radar test arch i
used to test the radar reflecting qualities of various materials
used for the canlouflage developments. TIlis unique facility
uses duee-dimen ional scale models to locate radar "hot
spots" requiring additional camouflage protection or
redesign. It is also used to measure the effectiveness of
already developed camouflage materials.
lbe center's camouflage developments have the potential
of saving thousands of live and billions of dollar in equipment. This makes it a very worthwhile investmem.
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A New App oac.h to
Troubleshooting
By Joseph W. Steyaert and
Joseph A. Herman Jr.
Introduction
An increasing complex arena of military vehicle maintenance confronts
today:S mechanic with a number of diffi·
cult maintenance decisions. The
choice the mechanic makes impact on
bom dle time required and the quality
of the diagno is and repair. Bulky manua.ls, conflicting training procedures,
complicated automatic test equipment
(ATE), and increasing sophisticated
vehicle are just a few of the problems
whicb have an impact on the mechanic:S
decisions.
TIle Artificial Intelligence Job Performance Aid (AIJPA) is being developed
to aid the mechanic and improve the
overall readines of the Army's vehicle
fl ct. TIle AIJPA is a portable diagno tic
troubleshooting aid, used by mechanics
of varying skill levels, which features a
"voice in/voice out" man-machine interface. This interface allows the mechanic
to carry out diagnostic and repair tasks
in a "conversational" mode with the
system.

The RF equipment consists of a headset with noise-filtering microphone, an
earpiece, and a wireless transceiver
which can be clipped onto a belt or
soot pocket.
TIle Phase II hardware will be slightly
different The PC will be ruggedized,
commercial equipment which will be
lighter and smaller and provide the
maximum demonstration ca.pability.
The main purpose for the development
of dlis prototype system is to obtain a
readily portable demonstrator that can
be taken out to the field for user validation/verification at any time.
High-Storage capacity memory components, such as Compact Disk Read
Only Memory, are being considered for
possible inclusion in the sy tern. A minikeypad is to be placed on the transceiver to allow manual input of test data
and prOVide a secondary mean of
inputting commands to the system if it
becomes inconvenient or impractical
to use the voice in/voice out
communication.

AQPA Hardware

AQPA Software

The AIJPA hardware consists of a personal computer (PC) and the radio
frequency (RF) equipment. The PC is
an iBM compatible system equipped
with dual floppy disk drives, a commercial speech board, and software developed for Phase [ of the program.
When the AIJPA RF equipment was
designed, the initial version was an offthe-shelf system, but it squelching
between the receive and transmit
modes made it impossible to transmit
the leading consonant of a spoken word.
Because of this limited ability to transmit, the off-the-shelf technology was
dropped in favor of a system made to
meet the AIJPA requirements.
The current system performs continuous transmission and reception while
providing an exten ive communications range (up to 200 feet line-of-sight)
with a high-quality transmission and
reception signal.

The AlJPA software, primarily written
in PROLOG (Programming in Logic),
was developed in Phase I for the HighMobility Multipurpose Wheeled VeWde (HMMWV) electrical system (battery, starter; alternator, etc.). PROLOG
was chosen for the initial prototype language because of the high level of
design flexibility and programming
freedom it allows. The knowledge base
was established by gathering the information from the organizational (-20)
vehicle technical manuals and various
experts in the maintenance arena.
The HMMWV'-20 manual, written in
an artificial intelligence (AI) format
under a previous contract, was perfecdy suited to the prototype development. TIle Al format was achieved by
taking the diagnostic and repair text in
the -20 manual and converting it to
rules.
A backward-chaining inference strat-
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egy was employed which allowed the
rules to be organized into fault tree
logic. Backward-chaining inference is
an AI strategy whereby the system starts
with a goal to be proven and trie to
establish the facts needed to substantiate the goal.
The AIJPA starts out by asking some
simple questions and tbe mechanic's
responses are used to trigger more specific questions which lead to the diagnosis of the faults. Once the fault has
been pinpointed, the repair sequence is
given and, if multiple faults exist, the
system continues.
The AIJPA Probabilistic Decision
Algorithm (PDA) is the "brain" of the
AIJPA system. As with other expert systems, the algorithm works widllists and
H.nked-Iists in order to obtain its information. A distinguishing feature of the
AlJPA PDA is its use offault· causal probabilities in the diagnostic process wWch
makes it more than a computerized
manual. It approaches the problem of
diagnosing and troubleshooting from
the perspective of the expert mechanic
rather than from a procedural rule
book.
One of the most important aspects of
an expe.rt system is the feed-back loop
which enables the system to "learn"
from mistakes to improve its effectiveness over time. If the PDA misdiagnoses
a problem, it "learns" by using the information received during the diagnostic
process to modify its own probability
lists to include the new information.
The Phase (J software will be further
developed to include complete fault
diagnosis and repair, as tated in the -20
manuals of the HMMWV and the Commercial tility Cargo Vehicle (CUCV).
Although the CUCV -20 manuals have
not been converted to an. Al format, the
CUCV was a logical candidate as the
next vehicle for the AIJPA application
because of its distinct similarities to the
HMMWV power train and other major
systems.
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Design Features
11le voice in/voice out feature provided by the RF equipment allows the
maintenance personnel to proceed
tbrough the diagnosi and repair
sequence witbout having to stand at a
terminal and read from a screen.
Instead, a mechanic is free to move
around the vehicle to visually examine
the affected part and carry out the diagnostic/repair
procedure.
The
mechanic' movement is unencumbered by cords becau e of the wireless
RF transceiver.
The AlJPA acts as an expert assistant
offering diagnostics, training, and logistics support. The system "talks" the
mechanic through the maintenance
action u ing tbe information from its
knowledge base and measured test data.
Each step of tbe sequence is stored in
the ATJPA memory and the whole
sequence can be recalled as a training
lesson, when needed.
Logistics support can be simplificd by
using the AIJPA.llle vehicle serial number i entcred on the A1JPA whcn the
diagnostic proces is started, along with
the vehicle type. Oncc the diagno tic
.are completed, a list of replacement
parts can be printed out complete with
part numbers, ince the vehicle type
and serial number are known.
Automatic test equipment has been
developed by the Army for a number of
vehicle system and components. The
A1JPA has a serial interface which allow
it to communicate with the ATE. This
interface allows the ATE measured values to be read by the A1JPA for use in the
diagnostic procedure. It should be
noted that although the AlJPA can be
used along with the ATE, it also bas a
manual input keypad whicb can be used
to input values from manual test equipment sum as voltmeters or gauges.
The AIJPA adjusts its presentatioo
level to the kill of the mecllanic. The
mechanic iOpu ts his identification number whim enables the system to raise,
lower, or maintain the kill level bcing
presented. If another mechanic has to
finish a job already in progress, he
merely inputs his identification number
to trigger the skill level adjustment,
then proceed to finish the job.
The basic AlJPA hardware is indepen·
dent of the vehicle undergoing diagnostic evaluation. 0 cilange are requ ired
for the hardware configuration which
acts as a house in which the vehicleparticular diagnostic and repair software resid . In fact, once the complete
diagnOStiC package for a vehicle is com·
pleted, only minor oftware modifica34

tions will be necessary to develop the
package for another vehicle. Thi is
because all vehicles are comprised of
the same major systems, i.c., electrical,
hydraulic, fuel, transmission etc., whicil
differ only in the areas of size, weight,
and level of performance, not in the
primary system function.
TIle computer graphics used on the
AlJPA are object-oriented. Thi means
that instead of storing complete pictures, the pictures are stored in group of
line segments, circles, and other basic
geometric figures. These basic figures
can be manipulated to produce any pie·
ture in a more efficient manner when
compared to the large amount of storage space required for a complete pic,
ture. Although this feature was only
demonstrated in Phase I, it is expected
to be used throughout the sofrware
development of Phase II.
Built-in self·te ting is in Itlded with
the AIJPA. TIle system run through a
series of self-checks when it is turned on
to ensure proper performance throughout the diagnostic and repair sequence.
The AlJPA is portable, simple, and
rugged. The original version of the prototype weighs 55 pound, not including
the head et and transceiver. The Phase
LI demonstrator will weigh 35 pounds,
again without the head et and receiver,
and will be compact enough for storage
under an airplane seat. The demonstra·
tor will also be ruggedized to enable it
to withstand the wear and tear it will
encounter during validation and
verification.

Program Status

Sept. 4, 1987. Currently, mo t of the
hardware has been a eOlbled for the
software development by tbe contractor. The software is being focused on an
enhancement of the user interface and
the inve tigation ofspeecb synthe izing
software. The remainder of the development bardware will be acqui red in early
1988.
Once aU of the hardware is acquired,
the software de\'elopment will focus on
the expansion of the Phase I capability
to include the diagnostic and repair data
for all of the system on both the
HMMWV and the CUCV When the oftware development i completed, the
A1JPA will undergo user validation/vcr·
IDeation. TIle two-year effort is scheduled to be completed in later 1989.
Field demonstration will then com·
mence, witb ystem fielding to be determined by u er reactiOn and acceptance.

JOSEPH w: STEYAERT is /be Diagllos,
IicSystem 8rt/nch cbiefof/he Velr0l7ics
Division at the U. . Army Tank-Auto·
motive Command He is CI registered
professional engineer witb a 8.5.
degree in electronics engineering from
tbe University of De/roit
JOSEPH A HERMANJR is a prOject
engineer wbo works on AI/expert .systems programs for tbe Diagnostic
Bmncb ofthe VetronicsDivision at the
U. Army Task· utomotiveCommand
He has a B.S. degree in mecbanicat
engineering from Wayne StCite
University.

The Phase Il coo tract was awarded on

Career Management Personnel
The following i a current list of
career managers for Skill 6T (Materiel
Acquisition Management), and Functional Areas 51 (R&D), 52 ( uclear
Weapons), and 97 (Contracting and
Industrial Management).

Proponency Managers:
• LTC Daniel D. Ziomek (Skill 6T),
HQ AMC, AV 284-5076
• Jinl Coats (Skill6T), HQ AMC, AV
284-5076
• Jo Laree Green/CPT James E. For·
syth Jr. (FA 51), HQ AMC, AV 284-8537
• CPT Frank R. Mann (FA 52), Ft.
Leavenwortb, KS, AV 552-2724
• COL AI Greenhou e (fA 97), U..
Army Contract Support Agency, ARDA,
AV 289·2782
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MlLPERCEN Professional
Development!Assignment
Personnel:
• Barbara Head (Skill 6T Assignment
Officer), AV 221·3125
• MAJ Ed Coughlin (FA 51 As ign·
ment Officer), AV 221-3125
• MAJ James "Jay" Moore (FA 52
A signment Officer - Company and
Field Grad
As ignments), AV
221-3116/7
• ITC Leo J. Baxter (FA 52 Assignment Officer - Colonel A ignments),
AV 221·7862
• MAJ Craig . Robin on (FA 9
Assignment Officer), AV 221-3125
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The Development of RUSKII
For Computer Assisted
Translation
By CPT Robert M. Serino, Dr. LeRoy D. Moyer,
and John M. Jacoby

Introduction
The wide pread.availabilitl' of personal computers in the last several years
has had a profound influence on day-today operations in both the public and
the private sectors. Personal computers
afford time-saving and cost-effective
control of information for activities
ranging from word processing and data
base management to mathematical cal·
culating. or urprisingly, the use of per·
onal computers has been growing as
teadily in the U.S. Army as i.n the private
sector.
In the next few paragraphs, we will
discuss the motivation, execution and
results of a recent development project
at the U.S. Army Foreign Science and
Technology Center (F TC) known as
uR SKI!." This effort yielded a unique
family of personal computer sofrware
that was designed, developed, and
fielded to over 200 diver e .5. government agency users for the purpose of
"lowering the foreign language transla·
tion barrier."
We hope that this article will demon·
trate to other that it i possible to
achieve, through practical mechanisms,
technical objectives that may at first
seem unreachable.
The development project l"llown as
RUSKlI e sentiaIly began in December
198;, when FSTC acquired over ;0
IBM-compatible personal computers
for use by cientific and technical ana11' ts to streamline and facilitate produc·
tion efforts.
Ln accordance with command guidance to maximize the production
enhancement potential of the personal
computers, we investigated the posibility of developing a. computerized
capability to peed up or "catal ze" forMarch-April 1988

eign language translation for militarycritical languages such as Ru sian; that
is, we set out to provide people skilled
in a science or a technology, but not
necessarily in a foreign language, with a
speedy capability to decipher simple
components of foreign language documcnts such as tides, tables, and short
paragraph u ing a per onal computet:
The capability could later be a practical
means for insuring the cost-effecti veness of a complete profe sional
translation.

Implementation
Initial efforts to develop RU Kll
involved a team consisting of two: one
per on working on tile development of
the data base, and the other working on
the development of the software to
manipulate the data base. After orne
discus ion, research, trial, and error, it
was decided to write the software in
Basic computer language, and to use
Cyrillic tran Jiteration as the means of
loading and retrieving Russian terms
through the computer keyboard.
Twelve months later, the flfSt version of
RUSKJl (1.0) was completed.
uitable for use in IDM-compatiblc
personal computers, the working soft·
ware consisted of two 5-l/4·inch floppl'
disks containing an operating program,
a I ;,OOQ-term vocabulary, and a trans,
lating file for a emblil1g, storing, and
retrieving strings of individually translated terms.
everal months after dle completion
of R Kll 1.0, a third person, who was
skilled in P'dSCal computer language,
joined tile project team. Utilizing his
expertise, the team wrOte a new Pascallanguage version of RUSKJI (version
2.0) that operated approximately dlree

times faster than the original Basic-Ian·
guage version.
Although the new software MIS al 0
IBM-compatible. it required a minimum
of; 12 kilobytes of random acce s memo
ory (RAM) to operate. Despite the
larger memory requirement, RUSKII
2.0 offered a great potential for multi·
language capability because the doubledisk software had the operating program on one disk and the data base of
foreign language terms on the other
disk. (By comparison, version 1.0 main·
tained the language data base on both
disks.)
Concurrent with the development
and subsequent is ue of RU Kli 2.0,
team member became aware that users
also wanted supplements in other Ian·
guages uch as German, French, and
Spani h.
Although language expan ion
seemed technologically reasonable it
was apparent that a significant amount
of additional, time would be necessary
to construct the additional foreign Ian·
guage data bases. TIlUS, the expansion
would require additional re ources,
including the availability of a temporary
position, and the availability offacilities
and equipment on a loan basi for up to
18 months.
Before the RUSKlI expansion began,
several issues surfaced conceming people, qualifications, and priorities. 1be
people and qualification i ue were
resolved by hiring local graduate stu·
dents offoreign languages from the Uni'versity of Virginia, Charlotte ville.
Graduate student participation in this
project eemed to work quite well for
several reasons. First, there were sufficient qualified people willing to participate in the project on a part-time basis.
econd, employing graduate tudents
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Figure 3. Printout of Document Titled "Ground Navigation Device" as shown in Figure 2.

Figure 1. "RUSKII" ready to operate.
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Figure 2. Transliteration System for Russian Cyrillic.

further demonstrated FSTC's commitment to strengthening the good relations so necessary in a university
community like Charlottesville. Third,
the RUSKII project provided tudents
with an opportunity to undertake creative and mutually beneficial work,
mutually beneficial in that the language
~'Pansion also improved the rudems'
vocabularies.
Priorities for follow-on language in
the R KII expansion were e tabli bed
by determining the relative proportion
of foreign languages in the FSTC
Librarys journals in dle context of military need. Based on mis proce ,German was selected as the first language to
be added, followed b)' French and
Spanish.
In July 1986, two graduate student
began constructing a RUSKlJ upplement in German. Initially, based on the
English terms contained in tbe Russian
data base, this supplement represented
the first u e of graduate students on the
project.
Despite some initial "teedling" difficulties, the German suppJemenr wa
completed widlin 12 months. In a imilar fashion, four graduate students
began work to develop a French-language supplement to RUSKII in the fall
of 1986. That ver ion was later completed in June 1987. After putting me
36

finishing touches on the French and
German upplemeuts, attention turned
to developing a Spanish-language version 2.0. TIle Spanish supplement wa
completed by me end of 1987.

Results and Discussion
Thus far, four eparate language versions of R KII are operational. Ea 11
language dictionary, consi ting of
approximately 17,500 terms, is contained on an independent diskette operated by the same 2.0 operating program
diskette. That is, an operational RUSKIl
et consl ts of two diskette : a program
di kette and interchangeable language
diskettes. Furmermore, a "4c-Pack" has
been developed in which an inlpro\'ed
R SKlI version 3.0 operating program
has been combined with a 4-language
menu-driven set onto a la-megabyte
Bernoulli cartridge for ease of storage,
transfer, and use. The RU KlJ "4-Pack" is
also transferable to computer hard-di k
storage.
Although the R SKII program was
designed primarily for internal use,
there seemed to be much intere't out,
ide me center in what FSTC was trying
to accomplish namely to develop and
distribute a imple per onal-computrized language translation "catalyst."
In view of this interest, a decision was
made to officially offer R SKlI to ,So
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government agency u er by disclosing
the availability of R SKit in open mili,
tary publications. Accordingl . two
announcements of RUSKII were
printed, the first in the October-December 1986 is ue ofll1i1ittll)l1n/elligellce
and the econd in the February 1987
issue of Military Review.
As a result of these announcements,
FSTC received over 100 letter of
requestforR KIlinjustm'er 100day .
Arequest rdte of one per day for approximate!y three monm indicated not only
the extent of interest, but mOte importantly the size of the capability gap that
we were endeavoring to em. Even now,
several written reque ts for RUSKD are
received each week.

Operation
RUSKll operate ill a word-by-word
translation mode through a menudriven format using an e pand:lble I:m,
guage data base. Use of RU KII for
French, German, and Spani hi traigJuforward in that computer keyboard
entry i generaJly accomplished in a
manner sinlilar to entry of English. In
the case of Russian, entry can be made
by utilizing either a trall Ilterated keyboard or a oftw:rre mode tllat com'erts
a standard computer keyboard to
Cyrillic. For example, Figure J hows
March-April 1988

I

R SKll in a ready·to·operate condition.
In order to "decipher" the title of an
article, as shown in Figure I, Ru ian
terms are converted to English by the
transliteration system shown in Figure
2. Upon entry, the RUSKII program can
tell u that the first word, "nazemnaya,"
is translated "ground." The second
word, "navigatsionnaya" is "navigation."
The third word, "apparatura," is
"device."
As illustrated in Figure 3, a printout
(or screen display) of the article title
indicate that the Russian article is
about a "ground navigation device" in this case, a system that is probably
used on tanks.
After completing an examination of a
Russian article title, a RUSKI! u er has
the option of continuing the translation,
forwarding the article for a professional
translation, or di carding the article.
TIle entire process requires less than
five minutes.

Conclusion
The wide availability of personal
computers in the last several years has
afforded co t-effective efficiencies previously unobtai.nable. In term of translating languages, one can envi ion
future translation systems that are not

only compact, but also based on optical
or acoustical entry and output. This
capability would have not only military
utility, but civilian utility as well. Relatively inlple systems sum as RUSKII are
perhaps a fir t tep in this direction.
In this article, we have reported on
the development process, capabilities,
and limitations of an original software
package created at the Foreign Science
and Technology Center, Charlottesville,
VA. Clearly, it is has been observed that a
sizable requirement now exists in the
field for a computerized "catalytic"
means of language translation. 'l1lrough
the development of RUSKII, FSTC has
made a first effort to bring a non-dedicated automated language capability to
personal computer users.
NOTE: RUSKII is for Official Use
Only, distribution is limited to U.S.
government Agencies Only.
Special tllanks is extended to UniverSity of Virginia students Michael Bittner,
Elizabeth Gauger, Alex Kekesi, Reed
MacMillan, Joanne McKeown, Pam
McNab, Linda Papst, Dave Van
Harlingen, and Cindy Yetter-Vassot.
Their efforts were instrumental in fur·
thering the development of "RUSKII: A
Language Translation Catalyst."

CPT ROBERT M SERINO is the RUSKII project team leader at the u.s. Almy
Foreign Science and Technology Cen·
ter. He holds a doctorate in organic
chemistry from Brandeis University
andpublished an article in the MarchApril 1987 issue of Army RD&A Bulletin on unique Soviet organic material developments.
DR. LEROY D. MOYER is an electronic systems analyst at the u.s. Army
Foreign Science and Technology Center
Q7~d is a co·developer of the RUSKII
software program. He bolds a docto·
rate in pbysics from the University of
Roches/er and teaches computer programming at the Piedmont Virginia
Community College.
JOHN M. JACOBY is with tbe U.S.
Army Intelligence Agency and is a codeveloper of the RUSKlI software pro·
gram He holds a baccalaureate degree
in chemical engineering from Georgia
Institute of Technology.

Belvoir Provides
Support for PATRIOT
A tremendous amou.m of manpower and L'I.1ent ha been
expended from development through the deployment stages
of the PATRIOT Missile system. The Army's Belvoir Research,
Development and Engineering Center (BRDEC) has been and
remain a major part of this team effort. The Special Projects
Team (formerly PATRIOT Project Office) of BRDEC's logistics Support Directorate is the responsible element supporting the PATRIOT program_
BRDEC provided the technical expertise in dle design,
development and production of electric power plants (ANI
MIQ-24), electric power units (P -789/M), 150kW gas turbine generator sets, a split package 18,000 BTU air conditioner and an application kit for the launcher generator set.
Included in this effort was the development of technical data
packages (TOP) tIlat allow competitive procurement.
Prototype models of the ANIM]Q-24 and the PU-7891M
were fabricated and assembled by the BRDEC' Model Fabri·
cation Division. Engineering testing of these prototype mod·
e1s was conducted by BRDEC's Product Assurance and
Engineering Directorate.
TIle ANIM]Q-24 provides 40 hertz electric power 10 the
PATRIOT Engagement Control Station. The power plant is a
self-contained system consisting of two I50kW turbine generalOr sets, a power distribution unit and two cable racks for
March-April 1988

storage of four 75 foot power cables and one 75 foot control
cable. 'l1le unit is mounted on an M·942 5·ton truck chassis.
BRDEC designed, assembled and tested tile fir t seven
production units in-house for use in component de ign con·
figuration/system design confirmation and field operation
evaluation of the PATRIOT sy tem as well as the training of key
military personnel.
As the Belvoir units were being assembled, a production
contract was negotiated utilizing the BRDEC developed fiP.
To date. there have been two production contracts awarded,
with delivery of the first one completed. TIle se ond contract
is active witll the contractor still delivering units.
TIle key component of the AN/MJQ-24 is the 150kW generator set. BRDEC prOVided dIe expertise to militarize a commercial Allison turbine generator set to meet PATRIOT's
electric power requirements. The preprodution sets were
subjected to extensive preproduction te ts and early field
testing of the PATRIOT missile.
First article te t et have demonstrated a mean time
between failure rate of 557 hours. BRDEC TOP was utilized
in tlle solicitation and recently awarded contract to Essex
Electro Engineering Co. for the final buy·out of generator sets
to meet tile missile's deployment chedule for the ANI
MJQ-24. These sets are scheduled for delivery in mid-1989.
Army Research, Development & Acquisition Bulletin
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An Infrastructure for
International Armaments
Cooperation
By COL Charles E. Gardner

Introduction

tional cooperative program (DCGlCP)
and establishing an Office for Imernational Cooperative Programs. The office
was fonned from elements of the _S_
Army Security Affair Command
(USASAC) and the Test and Evaluation
ommand (TECOM).
While HQ, AMC has had a similar
structure in the pa t, tlus is the fLrst time
that the international community has
been linked throughout AMC to
include; the areas of co-production and
foreign military sales elements witllin
USASAC, the assistant secretary of the
Army for re earch, development and
acquisition and the Army acquisition
executive, and the deputy under secretaries of Defense for international pro-

The presence of an international element within Headquarters, os. Army
Materiel Command (AMC) is not something new but the emphasis on what
this element doe bas increased significantly in recent months. Mucb of thi
renewed awareness started injuJy 1987
when the deputy commanding general
for research, development and acquisition (DCGRDA) requested each AMC
major subordinate command (M C) to
take a look at how they supported
international activities.
In October 1987, the commanding
general of AMC took a major step by
"dual hatting" the DCGRDA as the deputy commanding general for interna·
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grams and technology and te t and
evaluation.

The Past...
Hi toricaUy, one mustgo back abollta
decllde to examine the current imperu
for armaments cooperation although
Genera.l Eisenhower and Field Marshall
Montgomery clearly recognized the
importance of armaments cooperation
and put in place the nucleu for the
American, British, Canadian, and Australian (ABCA) Armies Standardization
Program immediately after World ~ ar
II.
'£be Culver-Nunn Amendment to tile
FY77 Defense Appropria.tions Act
d.irected that tile Services sbould standardize where possible but as a olinj·
mum become interoperable with tllC
AlD Allies. Tbis effort with.in ATO
became known as rationalization, standardization and interoperability (RSI).
R I focu ed heavily on armaments
cooperation as weU as harmonization of
procedures, tactics, d.octrine and training which continues today. Armaments
cooperation, because of economic factors, 10 of job, national pride, incompatible technical specifications and "not
invented here," proved to be mo-t
difficult.
Nevertheless, tllere are cc::rtaiu "hardware-based" issues which cannor b
ignored such as bullets/projcctiles fitting gUllS, inreroperllbiJity of combat
net radio, and compatibility of con·
umableslfuels_ The joint dud of staff
told the Service which areas were
important many years ago and certainly
ATO ha spent exhau tive efforts
attempting to attain and maintain certain capabilities. So, we see there is very
little new here,

Figure 1.
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The Present. ..
What is new here i the organization
and management methodoloID' which
MC hll put in place 10 facilitate this
proces . This facilitation process
include the managemem and taff oversight of numerou ongoing programs as
well as establishing and maintaining a
good interfllce with the U_ . Army Training
and
Doctrine
Command
(TRADOC), the Department of the
Army (HQDA) and the Office of the
ecrelary of Defense (OSD).
111e structure of the Office of the
Deputy Commanding General for
International ooperative Programs is
shown in Figure 1. ote that the standardization representatives in five
countrie - report directly to the
DCGICP as well as an internal Office for
International Cooperative Programs
which i hellded by a colonel. A listing of
the speci.fi programs associated with
armaments cooperation is shown in Figure 2.
The office operates within :l l:lrge
matrix organization in that all of the
tasks as ocillted with these programs
are executed by the AMC M C , the
program executive officer (PEO )/project marulgers (PMs) 01' TRADOC ccoters and schools that provide the
ubject mlllter experts ro prepare the
_So Army position.
The office concentrate much of it
effort in tbe development of policy,
regulations, procedure, handbooks,
and orchestration of the entire process.
'I hile armaments cooperation h:ls
proven to be II difficult challenge, the
benefits of dlis cooperation can be seen
in the growing governmelll-to-governmem and industry-to-industry contacts
and activity within the international
arenll. Recent efforts on Mobile ubscriber Equipment, dle Forward Area
Air Defense Systems and 155mm
Howitzer/Ammunition erve to emphaize the point.
In prllctice, armament cooperation
pan a V'dSt network of strucrured and
unstrucrured contacts among 0 D, DA
and AMC personnel and dleir foreign
counterparts working through government and industry contacts and formalized arrangements such as ATO,
ABCA or the Bilateral Staff Talks. 111i
network begins at the ba ic rese,lr h
level with interfaces such as the contracts let by the European Research
Office in London or participation in
ATO or other re earch information
exchange . It pro eed through com-
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ACTIVITIES
COOPERATIVE VENTURES
•

Cooperative R&D

FORMAL EXCHANGES

• MOU,

•
•

Defense Data Exchange
ScientistlEngr Exchange

•

•

Defen,e De. Sharing (CA)

•

Bilateral Staff Talks

Tech Cooperation

MATERIEL TEST & EVAL
•

NATO Comparative Test

•

Int'I Mati Evaluation

•
•

Recipro<al Use of Mati
Developer Testing

• System, & Te<h Forum (JA)
• Tech Coop Committee (KO)
(ABCA Countrie,)

• ncp
STANDARDIZATION
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

NATO PanelSIWPs
ABCA QWG,
STANAGslQSTAG5
AirlNaval Stds
STAN Group,
LOG Interoperability
Army Ofc of Record

•

ImplementationlEval

TECHNOLOGY ASSESSMENTS
• NATO Coop R&D
• AGARD

• Defense Research Gp
Emerging Technology
•

Concept Evaluations

ACQUISITION MANAGEMENT
•

Market Surveys

•

Market Investigation

•
•
•

Int'I Data Ba5e
RSI Plan,
Coop Opportunities Plan

• ScientificfTech Surveys
• Decision Reviews
(STAN Gp Reports, STCEURI
STCFE, Trip Papers)

~~

'-------------------------I-Nff~!ti·'l'k~~!O:·~*"'PJALii~y·~
Figure 2.

plcx arrangements for data exchange in
specific technical areas in accordance
with nation,Li disclosure policy. It may
involve actual exchanges of personnel
under a memorandum of under tanding
Or rhe cientisrs and Engineers
Exch,mge Program or it could e,'olve
frOID II nondevelopmental approach
under the Foreign Weapon Evaluation
Program, the ATO Comparath'e Test
Program or an initiative bv a PEO or PilI.
111cre i no ingle prescribeomethod
to achieve international cooperation getting both parties to agree on a common objective and a willingness 10
share the burdens and benefits is 90
percent of the challenge. Whatever the
approach, the objective remains the
same - to proVide Ihe U.S. soldier wilh
the best available equipmeIH, at the
lowe t reasonable co t and in the shortest period of time.

For the Army and its Army Materiel
Command, this implies greater understanding and commitment to the ideas
and objectives of defense ooperalion
in armament . The international ofl1ce
has and will continue to develop the
tools of d1is business by way of policy
and procedures_ "How to" handbooks
on international cooperation will be
available to organization responsible
for program e..''{ecution, Ai O. recurring
work hop . which addre specific
aspects of programs, will continue a a
pr ven method of addressing is ues and
changing procedure.
The establi hment of a new and
improved organizational infrasrruclLlre
within ANtC headquarters and the major
subordinate commands and agencies
will allow the Army to reap the benefits
of increased armament cooperation.

The Future. ..

COL CHARLES E GARDNER is chief,
Office for' International Cooperative
Programs and the assistant for 'ATO/
ABOt activities. He received a bachelO/"s degree in engineering from the
U.S. Naval Academy in 1961 ,md holds
an M.S. degree in civil engineering
from the University of l/tinois. fie is
also a registered professional engineer
in Virginia and California.

The long term trcnd for international
armaments cooperation i definitely
upward. This is driven nminly by the
pressures of reduced defense spending,
a common threat, and economic neces·
sity for independent industrialized
nations to acquire advanced technology
and share available free world dden e
markets.
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TACOM Seeks Improved
Vehicle Crew Environment
By George Taylor III

lfyou have ever spent an entire day or
night tranded in your car on a freeway
in a snowswrm, you probably remember all wo well me boredom, tinigue
and tiffncss that occur under uch
circumstances_
Fortunately for most of us, such a cenario is not common one. But under
certain banleficJd conditions, combat
vehicle crew members mal' be required
to remain in uJeir vch.icle for hours or
cven day to ensure their s,lfety.
Ar the .. Army Tank-Automotive
Command' Reseatch, Development
and Engin ering entet, engineers in
the Vehicle uclear, Biological and
01emical Office are working with the
CaLifornia-based lNVOTEC Conceprual
Designs Co. to find ways of allowing
combat vehicle crews to fulfill physiological and p ychologicaJ need while
inside u1eir vehicle for up to 72 continuou hour.
·'Historically. troops have left their
vehicle to find a uitable place to
accompli h the restorative action of
sleeping, eating. e.xerci ing and relieving the tre a ociated with a battlefield environment:' e.xplained RDE
Center engineer Mohsin ingapore.
"But a time passes, U1C potential threal
of the presence of ;tn NBC environment
on the battlefield i growing. TIlUS, ways
will need to be found to permir crew to
remai n inside their vehicles for
c ·tended petiods."
Sing,lpore said U1at engineer con·
ducted two te ts in 1986 - one at Fore
KnOx, KY. and the other at Fort Benning,
GA - in which volunteers were subjected to long periods ofconfinement in
combat vehicle. He aid the teslS
revealed that u1ere were major adver e
affects after 16 to 20 hours of
onfinemen t.
The results of these tests enabled
I OTEC to understand the problems
re ulting from prolonged confinement,
and the firm ubsequel1lll' proposed

a
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several sleeping/re ting hardware items
for use in combat vehicles. These
include:
• sling harne s - a lightweight
sleeping/resting support nel:
• modular pad individual
cushions lhat could be assembled into a
variety of intercon.necting multiple configuration with other pad and with the
ling harness for body comfort;
• extendible bar - a roof-Illounted
"ertical bar for use as a back support for
the sUng harness, a hanger for a commanders head-out seat for open-hatch
operation and as an excrci -e bar;
• exerci e device - an clastic cord
as embl)' combined with the extendi·
ble bar that would enable the user to
exerci e each of the major muscle
groups;

Crew member occupying sling harness in M1 tank.
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• me -age device - a b,lllerypowered unit mat could be used alone
or with a rolled modular pad: and
• re!;Lxation/ leep conditioning program audio ca sette tape - tapes containing at leastlhrec typcs of programs:
a self-teaching guide for exercise ,md
muscle relaxation; self- ugge~lc.:d sleepinducing imagery; and personally
scJected audio relaxing aids uch as
music.
The INVOTEC proposal came in
response to a TACOM mall·Bu ine
Innovation Re earch ( Bm) olicitation
asking for the development of equipment that would prOVide simple solutions to the "chicle confi llcmcnl
problem.
The small business program was iniliated by Congress in 1983 to help ou I
small bu ine se. nder its term ,
federal agencie wim Rc·D budgets of
lOO million or more mu I award at
1 ast 1.25 percent of Iheir R&D con·
tract to mall businesse..
The INVOTEC propo al wa -elected
by TACOM from 10 submittcd in
respon e to d1e SBIR olicilali n as having the greale t potential. In Augu t
1986, TACO 1 awarded the firm a Pha~e
I olltract to build and demonstrate
concept hardware which could be
adapted to currentl)' fielded vehicles.
-Omt effort was completed in Febnlary 1987 and, according to ingapore,
efforts are now undet way to get nmd·
ing approved for a Pha e II contract for
lNVOTEC to build aclditional sling harnes modular pad prototype for u e in
field tesL~.

GEORGE mYlOR In is a tee/mical
writer-editorfor tbe Arm)' Tclllk·Alltomotive Command He bold's a I}flchelor's degree il1 journalism find a
master's degree in COm117111licmions
fonn Micbigan tale UlliL'el:~ity
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Nuclear Magnetic Resonance

Conferences &
Symposia ...
Upcoming Conferences
• eventh Annual Mobilization Conference of the Indus·
trial CoUege of the Armed Forces, in cooperation with dle
National Dden e Univer ity's Mobilization Concepts Devel·
opment Center, April 14·15, 1988, Fort Mc air, Washington,
DC. Additional information available by calling AV 335·1953
or Commercial (202) 475-1953.
• ational Convention of tile Army Aviation As ociation of
America, April 13·17, 1988, Cervantes Convention Ccnter, St.
Loui , MO. Contact AAAA, 49 Richmondville Ave, Westport,
cr 06880·2000. Telepone Bill Harris on (203) 2_6·8184.

Letters
Composites Technology

To the Editor:
Recently, I read a featured article in the ovember-Dcccm·
ber i ue the Army RD&A Bulletin by Hilary J. Winiger
entitled" udear Iagnetic Resonance." Within thi article,
Ms. WLniger states that "MTIs ystem is dle only one of its
kind in tile Arm" .. .". To my knowledge, thi tatement i
correct for nuclear magnetic re onance ( IR) peetroscopy
of soUds. However, tilere is at least one other high resolution,
uperconducting, pulsed NMR spectrometer within Army
R&D. The Letterman Army [n titute of He eardl (LAIR) on
the Pre idio of San Francisco utilizes the myriad of cap,lbilitie of its Varian XL-300 MR pectrometer. This instrument,
designed primarily for performing chemical analysis of liquid
materials or dissolved olids, opcrate at a frequency of 300
MHz for protons, a full 50 percent higher dlan the pectrome·
ter at MTL 111is higher operating frequency is a resu Lt of tile
7.05 Tcsla uperconducting magnet at the heart of the system.
111is leads to a considcrably higher ensitivity 3lld rhe ability
to re olve chemical structures which have greater I.milariry.
Moreover, tile system at lAIR has multinuclear c;lpabiliries
permitting the invcstigation of more than 60 diffcrent atomic
nuclei possessing magnetic properties. The more common of
the e elements are hydrogen, deuterium, carbon 13, phosphorous 31, fluorine 19, sodium 23, and nitrogen 15.
The lAm is one of seven laboratories within the Army
Medical Research and Development Command (MRDC). Our
motto, "Researdl for the Soldier," embodies a pirit \ hich i
shared by all worker tilroughout tlle command who arc
engaged in manifold research and development a tivitics.

1£ requested, [would be ple,lSed to author a short feature on
the re eardl activities in II1R speclroscopy ar lAIR. Perhaps
mo t noteworthy among dlese research effOrt is that work in
which NMR speclroscopy is being u ed a a noninvasive,
nonde tructivc rool ro llIdy organ function. tis ue viability,
and cell metabolism in living animals.

To the Editor:
wi h to correct an overly positive report of our efforts in
the area of compo ite field repair which appeared near dle
end of the article on Composites Technology in tile Septem·
ber-October 1987 issue ofArmyRD&A Bulletin. It is true that
we ha,'e been working on the developmentofa self·con tai ned
kit for field repair of compOSites. However, for good and
sufficient reasons, tilese efforts have not reached the stagc
where a useabLe kit has been produced.
I

r am convinced that our concept is valid and would be
bappy to discuss it with ,ll1yone with an interest in tile area. A
description of our work to date appears in MTL TR ~6.23
which I would be plea ed to provide to anyone requcstmg It.
Stanley E. Wentworth
Research Chemist
Polymer Research Branch
U.S. Anny Materials Technology Laboratory
ATfN: SLCMT-EMP
Watertown, MA 02172-0001
AVN 955-5046, COM (617) 923-5046
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